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ABSTRACT

Understanding Utah's Native Plant Market:
Coordinating Public and Private Interest

by

Virginia Harding Hooper, Master of Landscape Architecture
Utah State University, 2003

Major Professor: Dr. Joanna Endter-Wada
Department: Natural Resource and Environmental Policy Program
Committee Co-Chair: Craig W. Johnson
Department: Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning

Changes in Lone Peak Conservation Nursery customer profiles cause state nursery
leaders to question what their products are being used for and how trends in native plant
use are changing the market for Utah native plants. The Utah native plant market is
changing as interest in native plants is expanding to meet new conservation objectives,
oftentimes in urban settings. This newer demand for native plants appears to be
motivated by current changes in urban conservation behavior, continued population
growth in the arid West, scarcity of water resources, the increasing appreciation for
indigenous plant aesthetics, and concern for bio-diversity. A survey of2001 American
Society of Landscape Architecture (ASLA) Utah Chapter members sponsored by Lone
Peak Conservation Nursery, a state-mandated nursery for the supply of conservation
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plants to Utah, conveys landscape professionals' philosophical base for native plant
choice, experience of native plant use, information needs, desired products and services,
and general perception of native plant market and demand in Utah. Landscape architects
at the forefront of these trends and the profession have the opportunity to be even more
actively engaged in integrating native plant use across the wild land to urban landscape
spectrum while collaborating with other industry leaders.
Authors report on the significant findings from the Lone Peak Conservation
Nursery Native Plant Study to explain the complexity of native plant supply and demand
in changing Utah markets. Increase in urban water conservation and aesthetic use of
native plants and seeming instability in traditional restoration markets force local growers
to face challenging decisions about plant production and business strategies. Businessdriven decisions of suppliers may affect the availability of source-identified native plant
products, and raises the question, "How native is native?" Current dilemmas in the Utah
native plant market are identified as market pressures tend to generalize an ecologically
specialized natural resource product. Continued research and industry collaboration is
needed to better connect supply and demand to better balance the needs of private and
public sector market actors sharing native plant resources.
(126 pages)
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PREFACE

This manuscript has been written according to the Utah State University
Publication Guide for Graduate Students for the multiple-paper thesis format. Contents

include two stand-alone articles or chapters addressing the dilemmas of native plant users
and the native plant market a general. The first article, titled "Native Plant Use in Utah:
Attitudes and Practices of Landscape Professionals" or Chapter 2, was written for
possible publication in Landscape Journal, which is edited in cooperation and published
by the University of Wisconsin Press and the Council of Educators in Landscape
Architecture and the Department of Landscape Architecture at University of Oregon.
Chapter 3 titled, "How 'Native' is Native?: Dilemmas in Utah's Changing Native Plant
Market," discusses market pressures stemming from changes native plant demand, and is
written according to Native Plants Journal publishing guidelines for the University of
Idaho in Moscow, Idaho. Works Cited and Appendices in this document will apply to
both articles following suggested guidelines for the thesis format. Chapters 2 and 3 are
coauthored by Joanna Endter-Wada and CraigW Johnson.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Background- Study Context
Little did I know that this adventure began when I was a young teenager looking
for summer fun money. Several of my uncles, being educated in various natural resource
fields, allowed me to accompany them on seed picking excursions for native species
needed by the Bureau of Land Management for lands burned by wildfires. I found the
work tedious and hot, and cannot say that I shared the same appreciation for Sweetvetch
then as I do now, but I was impressed by the economic and ecological value those little
dry seeds had for me and the unique beauty of the Utah landscapes in which they were
found.
Utah plant species diversity ranks eighth highest in the nation (Stein 2002). This
phenomenon is due, in large part, to Utah's political boundaries which overlap into four
major ecological zones in the Western United States, namely, the Intermountain West, the
Great Basin, the Colorado Plateau, and the Southwest Desert. The state's location,
combined with high growth rates and spreading development, creates unique and
challenging opportunities for landscape professionals and Utah growers involved in the
distribution and use of native plant species. Native plant species have long been valued
for their beauty and adaptation to regional environments. Native plants have proven
useful for a wide range of conservation practices, including the ecological restoration or
rehabilitation of disturbed lands.
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Traditionally, Utah ranchers and farmers have used native plant materials for the
construction of windbreaks and snow shelters to increase crop production and livestock
survivability in rural areas. Today, private and public land managers use native species to
rehabilitate lands disturbed by fires, soil erosion, mining, intense cattle grazing, and
noxious weed invasion to restore the ecological function of important wetland, riparian,
and wildlife habitats.
State support of rural land use and the needs of federal land management agencies
led state authorities and federal agencies to coordinate conservation efforts. Utah's
conservation program began in the 1920s under the Clarke-McNary Act which created a
partnership between the United States Forest Service and the State of Utah. Through this
partnership, the state conservation nursery was established with the purpose of growing
important native species used for conservation land practices on private, county and state
lands. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery was first established in northern Utah where it
worked closely with Utah State University, the state's land grant university located in
Logan, Utah. The nursery moved to Draper, Utah in the 1970s where it currently
occupies 35 acres of land and grows bare root or seedling stock for the conservation
needs of public land management agencies and private land owners. Today the nursery
carries over 90 different species of trees, shrubs, grasses and wetland plants, and other
native plant species can which can be custom grown there (Zeidler 2002).
At the 2000 Native Seed Symposium held in Boise, Idaho, many native plant and
seed suppliers voiced concern over the seemingly unstable market demand for their
products. Many expressed frustration in dealing with the inefficiency of demand swings
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which often leave many growers with surplus stock or lost opportunity to sell volumes of
certain species in sudden unexpected demand. The demand for native plant materials
used in conservation can be unstable due to the nature of restoration needs based on
unpredictable fire occurrences, budget-cycle availability of public agencies, and the
nation-wide decline of agriculturally related land use. These factors encouraged industry
discussion on the need to reduce production speculation through the creation of
alternative native plant niche markets and the restructuring of contract growing
procedures.

Problem Statement

Current changes in urban conservation behavior, continued population growth in
the arid West, scarcity of water resources, the increasing appreciation for indigenous plant
aesthetics, and concern for bio-diversity lead Lone Peak Conservation Nursery managers
to believe there may be emerging niches in the market for native plants not used solely for
traditional conservation purposes. Emerging segments in native plant demand may hedge
the risks of traditionally unstable native plant production tied to forest fire occurrence,
budget cycles, failed growing contracts, and bid speculation. Investigation of native plant
use and trends in supply and demand hope to describe native plant use among various
user groups, and explain the characteristics of market trends important to Lone Peak
Conservation managers in the process of re-thinking their role as a state conservation
nursery while preparing their next five year plan.
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Purpose of the Study
Changes in the profile of Lone Peak Conservation Nursery customers support the
nursery staff's guess that interest in native plant use is expanding to meet the needs of an
evolving market (refer to Table I to view trends in Lone Peak Conservation Nursery
sales). The percent of sales within in each customer group varies from year to year. The
percentage of annual sales to state and federal agencies shows significant swings,
exemplifying the instability of market demand expressed by attendees of the 2001 Native
Seed Symposium. In addition, the percentage of public sector sales dropped from 58% in
1992 to 36% in 2000, while sales to private sector customers rose from 41% in 1992 to
64% in 2000. These changes signal a shift in sales from the public to private sector.

Study Objectives
In response to these changes, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery applied for a
USDA grant to study the market for native plants in Utah with the following objectives:
to analyze the growth in demand for native plants used to meet conservation and
landscaping purposes; to clarify the role of federal and state nurseries in developing
markets for native plants; to determine if enough supply exists to adequately serve
apparent growing demand for native plant materials; and, to examine current market
trends which may help reduce risk and market uncertainty.
Glen Beagle (Nursery Director) and Eddie Trimmer (Project Director) formed an
advisory committee to help direct the study of the Utah native plant market. The
following people serve on that advisory Committee: John Fairchild from the Utah
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Division of Wildlife Resources; Roger Kjelgren from Utah State University's Department
of Plants, Soils and Biometerology; Tom Landis, state nursery specialist from J.H. Stone
Nursery operated by the US Forest Service in Central Point Oregon; Bruce Ratzlaff from
the Utah Office of Energy; Nancy Shaw from the Rocky Mountain Research Station in
Provo, Utah; Steve Caicco, plant ecologist from the Bureau of Land Management Seed
Bank in Boise, Idaho; Barbara Bellio from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management in
Denver, Colorado and Diane Jones from the Utah Landscape Nursery Association.

Literature Review
In preparation to fulfill study objectives, several pieces of literature related to the
study objectives were reviewed. These works fall into three categories. The first
category includes literature on how to use native plants in regional ecosystems (Albee et
al. 1987, Brodie 1996). Recently Mee, Barnes, Johnson, Kjelgren and Sutton have
compiled much needed data into a reference book describing Utah native plants, their
eco-associations, care requirements, growing traits and landscape applications.
A second category discusses the philosophy of when and where native plants
should be used. Many authors of these works discuss the application of native plantings
in urban areas. Such topics of study include blending urban interfaces and wildlands with
native plants (Henry, Hosack, Johnson, Rol, and Bentrup 1999; Howe, McMahon and
Probst 1997; Bush 2000, Knopf et. al. 2002; Woodson 2001 ), the aesthetic substitutability
of native and low water use plants in residential design (Kratz 2002; Phillips 1995;
Spranger 1993), planting native and adapted species to conserve water (Envision Utah
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2000; Knopf 1991; Proctor and Denver Water 1996), landscaping to improve wildlife
habitat (Anderson 1996; Nordstrom 1991; U.S. Department of Agriculture 2001), and the
need for bio-diversity in landscape design (Cowan and Van Der Ryn. 1996). Others in
this category discuss the need to define the appropriate use of native plants for habitat
restoration according to time and place (Gobster and Hull 2000), ambiguities in human
perceptions of nature (Hull and Robertson 2002), and the importance of using native
plants to create a unique sense of place and personal ties to nature (Brenzell997;
Johnson 1998; Lowry 1999; Springer 200 I; Yee 1984).
Other literature indicates historical interest in regional native plant use. In an
unpublished history of early Utah landscape designers done by students in the Landscape
Architecture and Environmental Planning Department at Utah State, Laval Morris, Kenji
Shiozawa, and Leon Frehner, used native plants and stone to reflect a "uniquely Utahn"
aesthetic in their work. To their lament, native plants were not found on the general plant
market and they had to dig them up from the wild (Shiozawa 1987, pp.ll).
Another pioneer using native plants, Paul Rokich, was known as the "Johnny
Appleseed" for disturbed mining lands. Rokich saw the need to "fix" soil erosion and
nutrient leaching problems caused by copper mining activity on the east facing side of the
Oquirrh Mountains. In his youth, Rokich would sneak past the guards at night onto
Kennecott Mining Company's property to plant trees, seed native grasses, shrubs and
flowers. The plants he needed were also unavailable from local nurseries, and he dug up
plants or collected seed from wild land sources to do his work (Kennecott Utah Copper
Goverrunent and Public Affairs Department 2001 ).
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The third category of literature describes the economic components of similar
native plant and specialty markets (Potts et. a!. 2002; Ward 2002) and various methods
for assessing costs and benefits in restoration projects (Freeman 1993; Griffith et. a!.
2001; Gwartney et. a!. 1990; Johnson 1984). Some topics are related indirectly such as
the nature of cooperation and competition in the sea urchin fishing market (Lauer 200 I),
while others such as Pott's study of the Colorado market for native plants used in
restoration and urban landscaping trends in neighboring states (2002).

Study Methods
Dr. Joanna Endter-Wada from the Utah State University Natural Resource and
Environmental Policy Program (NREPP); Judy Kurtzman, NREPP project leader; and I
were asked to conduct the research for the Utah Native Plant Market Study. Together we
decided to assess native plant demand through a two-part study of sophisticated end-users
of native plant materials in the state of Utah. For the first part of the study, we surveyed
all current members of the Utah Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects
(see survey questionnaire in Appendix I).
The Utah Chapter of ASLA was surveyed on the assumption that it is a
sophisticated group of plant buyers and users, and thus, represents the leading edge of
plant market demand trends. Also, Utah ASLA members are a diverse group of
landscape professionals working in public and private sectors of the economy. They have
knowledge of and experience with plant materials and use them to meet various
landscaping objectives (a trait which gives us an indication of native plant versus non-
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native plant choice factors). In addition, membership in the association comprised an
ideal sample size that fit the constraints of available funding and time.
The survey titled, Native Plant Use in Utah: Attitudes and Practices of Landscape
Professionals contains five sections relating to respondents' professional background,
philosophy of native plant use, experience using native plants, experience obtaining
specific native plant products and services, and views on market demand trends and the
appropriate role of the state conservation nursery. The term "landscape professionals"
mentioned in the survey title reflects the varied nature of the landscape architect
profession and is inclusive of people who are working in related landscape fields such as
landscape design, landscape contracting, and planning.
The eight page self-completion questionnaire was distributed to ASLA members
at their annual chapter conference in Salt Lake City during April 2002, with the
remainder of the surveys mailed out to those members we were not contacted personally
at the annual meeting. We followed up with two additional mailings over the next five
weeks following the Dillman method (2000). Eventually, a total of 136 out of248 ASLA
chapter members participated in the survey, giving us a response rate of close to 55%,
which was good considering the surveys were mailed between mid-April and the first
week of June, a very busy season for the landscaping industry. Survey results were coded
and the data were analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
For the second phase of the study, we conducted face-to-face interviews with
fifteen selected customers of Lone Peak Conservation Nursery. These customers
represented all segments of the native plant market and included 5 native plant growers, 2
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native plant wholesalers, 4 restoration specialists working for public and private land
management agencies, I roadside maintenance specialist, 2 landscape contractors, and a
collective group of rural residents in need of conservation plant materials from the state
(see interview protocol in Appendix 3).
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CHAPTER2 1
NATIVE PLANT USE IN UTAH: ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES OF
LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONALS

Introduction

Utah species diversity ranks eighth highest in the nation (Stein 2002; Albee
Schultz and Goodrich 1988). This phenomenon is due, in large part, to Utah's political
boundaries which overlap into four major ecological zones in the Western United States,
namely the Rocky Mountains, the Great Basin, the Colorado Plateau, and the Southwest
Desert. The state's location, combined with high population growth rates and expanding
development, creates distinctive and challenging opportunities for landscape architects in
Utah to use a variety of unique plant species.
N alive plant species have long been valued for their beauty and adaptation to
regional environments. Native plants are useful for a wide range of conservation
practices, including ecological restoration and rehabilitation of disturbed lands.
Traditionally, Utah ranchers and farmers have used native plant materials for the
construction of windbreaks and snow shelters to increase crop production and livestock
survivability in rural areas. Today, private and public land managers use native species to
rehabilitate lands disturbed by fires, soil erosion, mining, intense cattle grazing, and
noxious weed invasion and to restore the ecological function of important wetland,
riparian, and wildlife habitats.

'This chapter is coauthored by Joanna Endter Wada and Craig Johnson.
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Interest in native plants is expanding and they are increasingly used to meet new
conservation objectives, oftentimes in urban settings. This newer demand for native
plants appears to be motivated by current changes in urban conservation behavior,
continued population growth in the arid West, scarcity of water resources, the increasing
appreciation for indigenous plant aesthetics, and concern for bio-diversity. Some
landscape architects have been at the forefront of these trends and the profession has the
opportunity to be even more actively engaged in integrating native plant use across the
wildland to urban landscape spectrum.
Several notable landscape architects were involved historically in regional native
plant use. An unpublished interview ofKenji Shiozawa, an early Utah landscape
designer decribes how Laval Morris, Kenji Shiozawa, and Leon Frehner used native
plants and stone to reflect a "uniquely Utahn" aesthetic in their work. The study notes
that these pioneering designers lamented the fact that native plants were not found on the
general plant market and they had to dig them up in the wild (Shiozawa 1987, pp. II).
Another pioneer user of native plants, Paul Rokich, was known as the "Johnny
Appleseed" for disturbed mining lands. Rokich saw the need to "fix" soil erosion and
nutrient leaching problems caused by copper mining activity on the east facing side of
Utah's Oquirrh Mountains. In his youth, Rokich would sneak past the guards at night
onto Kennecott Mining Company's property to plant trees and to seed native grasses,
shrubs and flowers. The plants he needed were also unavailable from local nurseries, and
he dug up plants or collected seed from wild land sources to do his work (Kennecott Utah
Copper 2001).
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As the experience of these landscape architects indicates, commercial markets in
native plants are relatively recent. In the past, native plants used in rural land
conservation and wildland restoration were grown primarily in publicly-funded state and
federal nurseries. Utah's conservation program began in the 1920s under the ClarkeMcNary Act which created a partnership between the United States Forest Service and
the State of Utah. Through this partnership, the state conservation nursery was
established with the purpose of growing plant species needed for public and private
conservation efforts engaged in mostly by federal and state land management agencies
and rural farmers and ranchers. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery was first located in
Logan, Utah where it worked closely with Utah State University, the state's land grant
university. The nursery moved to Draper, Utah in the 1970s where it currently occupies
3 5 acres of land and grows mostly bare root or seedling stock for the conservation needs
of public land management agencies and private land owners. Today the nursery carries
over 90 different species of trees, shrubs, grasses and wetland plants, and other native
plant species can be custom grown there (Zeidler 2002). The state nursery is part of the
Utah Division of Forestry, Fire and State Lands.
The market for native plants is undergoing significant change. One indication that
demand is changing comes from a significant shift in the profile of Lone Peak
Conservation Nursery customers that has occurred in recent years (refer to Table 1 to
view trends in Lone Peak Conservation Nursery sales). While the percent of sales within
each customer group varies from year to year, the percentage of annual sales to state and
federal agencies showed the most significant swings, exemplifYing the instability of
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market demand in that sector. The nursery has seen a general shift in sales from the
public sector to the private sector, with the percentage of public sector sales declining
from 58% in 1992 to 36% in 2000 and the sales to private sector customers increasing
from 41% in 1992 to 64% in 2000 (see Table 2-1 ). These trends lead Lone Peak
Conservation Nursery managers to believe there may be emerging niches in the market
for native plants not used solely for traditional conservation purposes.

Table 2-1.
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery Customer Break-down by Public and Private Sectors
Customer
Breakdown
by % of Total Sales
(figures rounded to the
nearest whole number)

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Federal Agencies

35%

40%

37%

18%

19%

6%

4%

9%

22%

State Agencies &
Local Government

23%

29%

21%

37%

40%

48%

43%

27%

14%

Green Industry

12%

8%

4%

5%

17%

25%

18%

35%

25%

Private Land Owners

29%

23%

38%

40%

24%

21%

35%

29%

39%

In addition to the newly emerging demand for native plants, private growers and
nurseries are increasingly entering the market to supply native plants. However, these
suppliers face challenges as they attempt to design business strategies that will be
successful in the context of a native plant market driven by the varying needs of an
increasingly diverse group of end users. At the 2001 Native Seed Symposium held in
Boise, Idaho, many native plant and seed suppliers voiced concern over the seemingly
unstable market demand for their products. Many attendees expressed frustration in
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dealing with the inefficiency of demand swings, which often leave many growers with
surplus stock, or with lost opportunity to sell large volumes of certain species for which a
sudden unexpected demand arises. The demand for native plant materials used in
conservation and restoration can be unstable due to unpredictable fire occurrences,
budget-cycles and contracting procedures of public agencies, and the nation-wide decline
of agriculturally related land use. These factors encouraged industry discussion at the
symposium about the need to reduce production speculation through the creation of
alternative native plant niche markets and the restructuring of contract growing
procedures.
As the oldest and largest supplier of native plants in Utah, Lone Peak
Conservation Nursery is confronting the same demand uncertainties experienced by
private native plant growers. However, it faces additional constraints as a public entity
with a legislated mandate to produce native plants for conservation purposes and a
perceived need not to infringe on private market opportunities. The nursery is expected to
recover most of its operating costs through plant sales, particularly in light of tight state
budgets in recent years, but has sometimes suffered financial losses after growing specific
plants to meet projected restoration needs that did not materialize. Lone Peak
Conservation Nursery's managers are wondering if changes occurring in the native plant
market will provide outlets for stock surpluses that will help alleviate some of their
financial risks and want to better understand emerging demands and the needs of end
users.
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Utah Native Plant Market Study
In an effort to better understand the changes occurring in the Utah native plant
market, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery applied for a USDA grant to conduct research
that would provide public information useful to various entities interested in promoting
the use of native plants. The study was funded and designed to meet the following
objectives: to analyze the growth in demand for native plants used to meet conservation
and landscaping purposes; to clarify the role of federal and state nurseries in developing
markets for native plants; to determine if enough supply exists to adequately serve the
apparently growing demand for native plant materials; and, to examine current market
trends which may help reduce risk and market uncertainty for native plant suppliers.
Most of the native plant research focuses on ecological and aesthetic issues related
to the use of native plants. Describing native plants and how to use them in regional
ecosystems is one important theme in the literature (Brodie 1996; Bush 2000). Recently,
Mee et al. (2002) have compiled much needed data into a reference book, "Water Wise:
Native Plants for Intermountain Landscapes" describing Utah native plants, their ecoassociations, care requirements, growing traits and landscape applications.
Another emphasis in the literature is on the philosophy related to when and where
native plants should be used, particularly in relation to defining appropriate uses of native
plants for habitat restoration according to time and place (Gobster and Hull 2000),
understanding ambiguities in human perceptions of nature (Hull and Robertson 2001),
and using native plants to create a unique sense of place and personal ties to nature
(Brenzel1997; Johnson 1998; Lowry 1999; Springer 2001; Woodson 2001; Yee 1984).
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Other issues include blending urban interfaces and wild lands \Vith native plants (Henry,
Hosack, Johnson, Rol, and Bentrup 1999; Howe, McMahon, and Probst 1997; Knopf et
a!. 2002), the aesthetic substitutability of native and low water use plants in residential
design (Kratz 2002; Phillips 1995; Spranger 1993), planting native and adapted species to
conserve water (Envision Utah 2000; Knopf 1991; Proctor and Denver Water 1996),
landscaping to improve wildlife habitat (Anderson 1996; Natural Resources Conservation
Service 2001; Nordstrom 1991; U.S. Department of Agriculture 2001), and the need for
bio-diversity in landscape design (Cowan and VanDer Ryn 1996).
Less research has been conducted on the economics of native plant use and native
plant markets. Various methods have been examined for assessing costs and benefits in
restoration projects (Freeman 1993; Griffith and McCoy 2001; Gwartney and Stroup
1990; Johnson 1984; Ward 2002). Most relevant to the focus of this study is the recent
work by Potts eta!. (2002) on the Colorado market for native plants and their use in
restoration and urban landscaping trends in neighboring states.
Upon initiating the Utah Native Plant Market Study, Glen Beagle (nursery
director) and, Eddie Trimmer (project director) formed an Advisory Committee to help
guide the research. The following people serve on that Advisory Committee: John
Fairchild from the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources; Dr. Roger Kjelgren from Utah
State University's Department of Plants, Soils, and Biometerology; Tom Landis, state
nursery specialist from J.H. Stone Nursery operated by the US Forest Service in Central
Point, Oregon; Bruce Ratzlaff from the Utah Office of Energy; Nancy Shaw from the
Rocky Mountain Research Station in Provo, Utah; Steve Caicco, plant ecologist from the
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Bureau of Land Management Seed Bank in Boise, Idaho; Barbara Bellio from the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management in Denver, Colorado; and, Diane Jones from the Utah
Landscape Nursery Association.
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery contracted with the Natural Resource and
Environmental Policy Program at Utah State University to conduct the research. The
research team, which included Dr. Joanna Endter-Wada, Virginia Harding, and Judith
Kurtzman, decided to assess market trends through a two-part study that gathered
information from buyers, sellers, and end-users of native plant materials. The first part of
the study consisted of surveying all current members of the Utah Chapter of the American
Society of Landscape Architects (see survey questionnaire in Appendix I). The second
part of the study involved conducting in-depth, face-to-face interviews with fifteen
customers of Lone Peak Conservation Nursery selected for their involvement in and
knowledge of the native plant industry. These customers represented all segments of the
native plant market and included 5 native plant growers, 2 native plant wholesalers, 4
restoration specialists working for public and private land management agencies, I
roadside maintenance specialist, 2 landscape contractors, and a collective group of rural
residents in need of conservation plant materials from the state (see interview protocol in
Appendix 3). This article reports on the significant findings of the ASLA landscape
architect survey and incorporates some relevant interview data to explain trends in native
plant use in Utah.
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Survey ofASLA Utah Chapter Members
Members of the Utah Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects
(ASLA) were surveyed on the assumption that they are a sophisticated group of plant
buyers and users and, thus, represent the leading edge of native plant market demand
trends. Also, Utah ASLA members are a diverse group oflandscape professionals
working in public and private sectors of the economy. They have knowledge of and
experience with a wide variety of plant materials and use them to meet various
landscaping objectives, thus their use of native plants provides useful information on
native plant versus non-native plant choice factors. In addition, membership in the
association comprised an ideal sample size that fit the constraints of available funding
and time.
The survey was titled Native Plant Use in Utah: Attitudes and Practices of
Landscape Professionals. The survey contained five sections relating to respondents'
professional background, philosophy of native plant use, experience using native plants,
experience obtaining specific native plant products and services, and views on market
demand trends and the appropriate role of the state conservation nursery. The term
"landscape professionals" mentioned in the survey title reflects the varied nature of the
landscape architect profession and is inclusive of people who are working in related
landscape fields such as landscape design, landscape contracting, and planning.
The eight page self-completion questionnaire was distributed to ASLA members
at the annual Utah chapter conference in Salt Lake City during April 2002, with the
remainder of the surveys mailed out to those members who were not contacted personally
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at the annual meeting. We followed up with two additional mailings over the next five
weeks following the Dillman method (Dillman 2000). The surveys were returned by
mail. Eventually, a total of 136 out of248 members of the Utah Chapter of ASLA
participated in the survey, giving us a response rate of close to 55%, which was quite
good given the survey was administered between mid-April and the first week of June, a
very busy season for the landscaping industry. Survey results were coded and the data
were analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
The survey respondents, as we had hoped, appear to represent a well trained and
experienced mix of plant end-users working in various sectors of the economy and
practicing the landscape profession throughout Utah. Survey respondents have worked in
the profession an average of 17 years, including an average of 13 years working in Utah.
The majority hold a bachelor's (81 %) or master's degree in landscape architecture (18%),
or a related field. Forty-nine percent of the ASLA respondents are certified landscape
architects who have passed the Landscape Architecture Licensing Exam (LARE). The
most common type of work specialty shared by ALSA respondents is garden design,
followed closely by recreational and public or institutional design. One fifth of the
respondents specialize in land management and act in an oversight capacity in their work.
In terms of geographical representation, survey respondents practice in areas of
the state in rough proportion to population distribution (respondents were asked to
indicate all the areas in which they practice). The majority of respondents practice in Salt
Lake County and the Park City area (72%), followed by Utah County (44%) and Weber
and Davis Counties (40%). Most of Utah's population resides in these areas where plant
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Figure 2-1 . Utah geography and vegetation. Source: Utah State University, Department of
Geography 2003.

choice and availability is guided by establi shed demand for culturally adapted and nonnative plants. While the majority of vegetation ex isting in these areas has been designed
and manipulated to fit human needs for 150 years, significant native plant populations
remain where steep slopes and natural physical barriers inhibit the spread of development
(see Figure 2-l ). Fewer respondents practice in the less populated areas of Utah, which
include Cache County (28%), Southeast Utah and the greater St. George area (20%),
Central Utah (13 %), and Southwest Utah (13%). Landscapes in wi ldland areas are
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especially rich in endemic species because they are more remotely situated from major
population centers in Utah.
Respondents were asked to estimate the percentage of their work conducted for
commercial, residential, restoration, municipal, state and federal clients (respondents
marked multiple categories). In general, 60% of respondents work for residential or
commercial clients, while 50% work for municipalities, 36% work for state agencies,
20% percent work for clients in the restoration market, and 19% percent work for federal
agencies. Since these ASLA members work for a variety of clients, their experience
helps to give us a better indication of demand for native plants by various types of end
users.

Philosophical Base for Native Plant Use

In line with the findings of Hull and Robertson (2002), we were not surprised to
find a great deal of variation in landscape professionals' demand for native plant products
because it depends on the values they are trying to impart through a project's design and
implementation. One section of the ASLA survey asked landscape professionals to rate
their level of agreement with a series of statements designed to understand their
philosophical approach to native plant use. Respondents were asked to rate their level of
agreement with these statements on a scale of I to I 0, where I indicated they "strongly
disagree" and 10 indicated they "strongly agree." Rounded means of their responses as
well as combined percentages are reported in Table 2-2. Responses show that landscape
professionals strongly agree that "native plant use promotes a regionally distinctive
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character in landscape designs", and that "using native plants in urban gardens is
important for maintaining a connection to the place where one lives." They also strongly
agree that "it is critical to use site specific native plants in restoration projects," that
"using native plants in urban gardens helps people learn about the local ecology," and "by
using native plants, urban gardeners can contribute to ecological restoration. Most
landscape professionals agree that it is not difficult to envision how native plants will
look in cultivated gardens, and the mixing of native species with locally adapted plants
should be done.
Landscape professionals prefer to use native plants over non-native plants if they
can achieve the same landscape objective, but they generally agree that plants chosen to
meet conservation objectives need not be native to the area. These views seem to
contradict each other, but make more sense when compared with landscape professionals'
general agreement that for urban landscapes, it is more important to use drought tolerant
or water-wise plants, even if they are riot native, than to use plants that may not be waterwise. The focus in each of the previous three statements is on meeting landscape
objectives. One landscape architect noted that landscape professionals choose plants to
achieve a specific landscape objective, not necessarily to serve a philosophical cause.
Perhaps this is why opinions were mixed about the ability of native species to shade taller
structures and to blend with any architectural style, and about whether use of native plants
limits color in landscape design, because these more practical considerations tend to be
project specific.
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Table 2-2.
Utah Landscape Professionals' Views on Native Plant Use
Agree or Disagree on a Scale of 1 to 10.
Mean given in ( ).

Disagree
(1-4)

Neutral
(5-6)

Agree
(7-10)

l. It is unreasonable to design landscapes that rely exclusively
in native plants. (5) n~l35

51%

14%

32%

2. Mixing native plants with locally adapted exotics should not
be done. (3) n~J35

84%

7%

9%

3. Using native plants in managed landscapes is important for
preserving genetic diversity that could be lost in the wild. (6)

17%

42%

41%

15%

16%

69%

5. As long as plants meet a specific conservation objective, it is
not critical that they be native to the area. (7) n~J36

24%

19%

43%

6. Using native plants in urban gardens is important for
maintaining a connection to the place where one lives. (8)

21%

25%

54%

7. Using native plants in urban gardens helps people learn
about the local ecology. (7) n~l35

6%

15%

79%

8. By using native plants, urban gardeners can contribute to
ecological restoration. (7) n~134

17%

25%

58%

9. It is critical to use site specific native plants in restoration
projects. (8) n~135

4%

12%

84%

10. The use of native plants limits the use of color in landscape
design.(5) n~l36

58%

12%

30%

11. Native plants blend appropriately with any architectural
style. (5) n~l36

49%

17%

34%

11%

21%

68%

13. Native plant use promotes a regionally distinctive character
in the landscape designs. (8) n~ 136

6%

6%

88%

14. The use of native plants limits the opportnnity to shade
taller structures. (6) n~136

33%

18%

49%

15. It is difficult to envision how native plants will look in
cultivated gardens. (4) n~ 13 5

65%

!5%

20%

n~J33

4. Use of native plants is always preferable to the use of nonnative plants if they can achieve the same landscape
objectives. (7) n~ 136

n~l36

12. For urban landscapes, it is more important to use drought
tolerant or water-wise plants, even if they are not native,
than to use native plants that may not be water-wise.
(7) n~l35
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Any given landscape project usually must meet several objectives in order for the
final outcome to please the designer, the contractor, the client, maintenance crews, and
other parties that may be concerned about the consequences ofthe completed design.
Several interviewees explained how the objectives of different ecologists may vary and
how those objectives may differ from those of landscape designers. One restoration
specialist who was interviewed is responsible for helping vegetation grow back on acid
rock tailings created by mining activity. He finds it is difficult to use native plant
materials historically found on the site because the lack of historical records makes that
hard to define for specific points in time, and soil characteristics have changed so much
that the soil currently supports few plant species. He is happy when he is just able to get
some plants to grow and to stabilize soil erosion. His objectives differ from those of his
colleague who does wetland rehabilitation for the same company and who finds it much
easier to include the use of native plants historically found in the area prior to mining
activities.
Another ecologist practicing desert restoration requires that some endemic species
be custom grown from plant populations already existing on site in order to increase the
chance these plants will out-compete invasive species spreading into delicate desert
ecosystems. She feels that source-identified plant materials should be used whenever
possible, including in the construction of silt fences and in planting vegetation along
roadsides. Her goal is to protect southwest desert biodiversity and at-risk endemic plant
populations in the area in which she practices. Landscape contractors in her area focus on
the development of ecotourism and use species native to a much wider area in order to
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enhance the potential for commercial residential development to meet the aesthetic
expectations of tourists' and newcomers' for southwestern design. To reach a
compromise on the use of native plant materials, the ecologist offers to harvest the native
plants on site that would normally be destroyed during construction and transfer them to a
holding nursery where they will be cared for until the project is over. The salvaged plants
can then be used for nearby restoration projects, or planted back on development sites
after building construction has been completed.
Landscape professionals practicing in cultural and urban areas are dealing with
similar questions related to defining the geographical range of the native plants they
choose to use. ASLA members were asked to indicate how specific were their
requirements on native plant source in order to meet various objectives, with the choices
being "native to a specific site location," "native to an ecological region," or "native to
the Western United States." Survey responses indicate that objectives requiring the
highest degree of source specification (e.g. native to a specific site location or ecological
region) include fire rehabilitation, mine reclamation, control of invasive species,
enhancement of biodiversity, creation of wildlife habitat, aesthetics and personal interest.
A less stringent degree of specification was required for controlling soil erosion,
conserving water, reducing the use of fertilizers and pesticides, and creating of a "sense of
place." A less specific boundary on native plant source (e.g. native to an ecological
region or the western United States) was required for shelter belts and windbreaks,
shading and energy efficiency, reducing landscape maintenance, and providing
alternatives to Kentucky Bluegrass turf. Table 2-3 shows the percentage of valid
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Table 2-3.
Source Specification Important to Landscape Objectives
Landscape Objective

Native to a
specific site
location

ecological
region

42.5%

42.5%

15%

42%

46%

12%

31%

44%

25%

19%

40%

41%

40%

43%

17%

30%

52%

18%

31%

41%

28%

23%

41.5%

35.5%

20%

36%

44%

17%

39%

44%

25.5%

40%

34.5%

For Shading and Energy Efficiency (n~58)

17%

22%

69%

Enhancing Biodiversity (n~56)

29%

50%

21%

Aesthetics/Beauty (n~2)

50%

50%

-

Personal Preference for Native Plants (n~ I)

100%

-

-

Fire Rehabilitation

(n~33)

Mine Reclamation (n~33)
Erosion Control

(n~93)

Shelter Belts/Windbreaks (n~58)
Control of Invasive Species

(n~42)

Wildlife Habitat (n~79)
Creating a Sense of Place
Water Conservation

(n~93)

(n~99)

Reduced Landscape Maintenance

(n~90)

As an alternative to Kentucky Bluegrass

(n~7I)

Reduced Use of Fertilizers and Pesticides

Native to an

Native to the
Western United
States

(n~55)

responses for each site location.

Interest and Experience ofLandscape
Professionals Using Native Plants
Changes in thinking about plant material as well as growing demand for and
supply of native plants has strengthened landscape professionals' interest in the use of
native plant materials and their ability to satisfY complex project objectives with native
plants. When asked about their native plant use over the past five years, most
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respondents indicated that they use native plants just as often as they did five years ago
(54%), or they use native plants more frequently than they did five years ago (41 %).
Landscape professionals who use native plants more frequently than they did five years
ago indicated that native plants are more readily available and clients are requesting them
more often, especially for meeting water-wise landscaping objectives. Those
professionals who are using native plants just as often as they did five years ago said that
their clients are just beginning to consider native plants as an alternative or that native
plant availability has not increased. Only six respondents indicated that they use native
plants less than they did five years ago, and only two of those people think that the use of
native plants limits available choices when meeting landscape objectives.
When asked to estimate the percentage of time that they use native plants in their
current work, over half of the respondents indicated they use native plants I% to 40% of
the time. Remarkably, 22% of the 118 respondents to this question use native plants in
61% to 80 %of their work, and about I 0% of respondents use native plants 81% to I 00%
of the time.
Survey participants were subsequently asked about their level of experience in
using native plants. Answers are indicative of the relative interest in native plant use
mentioned above. Out of 119 valid responses, 17% of the respondents indicated that they
consider themselves to be novice native plant users, 43% consider themselves to be
average native plant users, 38% believe they are experienced plant users, and 2%

consider themselves to be expert native plant users. One respondent commented on the
survey, "knowledge [about native plants] is everything."
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While study results indicate that interest and experience in native plant use is
increasing, how do landscape professionals know which plants to choose? Research
suggests that plant choice depends on the professional's knowledge of native plant traits
as well as the ability of native plants to meet project objectives. Interestingly, choice of
plant material based on whether or not plants are native is not the primary consideration
in these professionals' selection of plant material.
Landscape professionals tell us that the use of native plants needs to complement
project objectives in landscape design. Survey respondents reported consistent and
increasing use of native plants to meet some of their landscape objectives. They were
asked the question, "How often is the use of native plants the primary objective of your
work?" Of the 118 respondents, 3% chose "always," 26% marked "frequently," 59%
selected "sometimes," and 11% marked "never." This is consistent with other study
findings suggesting that use of native plants is one consideration among several needed to
meet project objectives.

Information Needs

Survey results suggest increased interest for native plant use among landscape
professionals in Utah, but also indicate that landscape professionals desire to know more
about native plant growing requirements so that they can choose plants wisely to achieve
desired landscape objectives. Knowledge about the growing habits of native plants also
promotes appreciation for the intricacies of ecology.
Landscape professionals not only impact the future aesthetics of Utah landscapes,
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but the function of the land as well. Ecologists and other professionals with strong
scientific backgrounds frequently complain about the lack of basic natural systems
knowledge held by landscape architects working in the design and contracting fields.
One ecologist we interviewed asked, "How can landscape architects expect to positively
impact our environment when they do not understand the way natural systems function?"
This person believes too many members of the landscape profession are often too eager to
approach a job without taking the time or money to secure the appropriate expertise
required to achieve a successful, ecologically responsible and sustainable final product.
In many cases, landscape projects fail to meet their objectives when landscape

professionals do not understand the effects of native plant choice on maintenance
schedules, or lack proper monitoring practices to measure the success of their projects
over time.
The survey asked which plant characteristics landscape professionals would want
to know more about in order to increase their use of native plants (see Table 2-4).
Respondents indicated they would use native plants more often if they had more
information on the following native plant characteristics (listed in descending order of
frequency of response): growth habits, which plant combinations grow well together,
specific water requirements, soil requirements (often overlooked by landscape architects
in planting design according to one interview), blooming cycle, adaption constraints,
USDA zone requirements, and genetic source.
Native plant users have certain expectations when they choose plants. Some
people wish to use native plants, but do not know what to expect in terms of growth
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Table 2-4.
Native Plant Characteristics Utah Landscape Professionals Wish They Knew More About
(n=l19)
growth habits

71%

blooming cycle

56%

which native plants grow well together

70%

adaption constraints

55%

specific water requirements

63%

USDA zone requirements

39%

soil requirements

59%

genetic source

17%

habits, blooming cycles, water and fertilizer requirements, etc. Thus, native plant
performance can disappoint the user when plant characteristics and horticultural
requirements are not understood from the outset. For example, interviewees commented
that many users compare the growth habits of native plants to the familiar habits of
adapted exotics when native plants generally have a reputation for growing slower,
requiring fewer soil amendments and fertilizers, and adapting to existing growing
conditions with minimal interference once they are established.
While some general characteristics are shared by many native plant species,
landscape professionals and home gardeners should not assume the use of all native
plants will meet their desired landscape outcomes. Not every species of native plant is
drought tolerant. Species adapted to more moist mountain elevations such as Aspen

(Populous tremuloides) and Redtwig Dogwood (Cornus sericea) require more water
than the natural precipitation rates found along the Salt Lake Valley floor. Therefore,
these plants may not work for water conservation objectives in "drought loving" designs.
Each species has unique growing habits. Disappointment in plant choice occurs when
people involved in plant maintenance fail to understand the plants' care requirements or
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unknowingly try to maintain them with the same habits that they would a lawn or petunia
border.
Utah native plant growers and landscape professionals agree on the need for better
labeling and plant certification standards. Retail buyers and landscape professionals want
native plant products that are packaged with certification of quality inspection and
accurate labeling so they can make more informed decisions about their nursery
purchases. Survey respondents strongly agree that native plant labeling needs to include
more information on the geographical range for which a particular species is considered
to be native. Native plant growers and landscape professionals agree good labeling
practices can reduce both valuable time spent answering client questions and the risk of a
project failing to meet client expectations. Regional growers in warmer climates such as
California have the advantage of longer growing seasons. While this hastens the turn
around time the grower has to get their liners ready to sell, there are some native plant
users in the Intermountain West who are uncertain about using native plants of unknown
origins, or raised at lower elevations in more humid and temperate climates. Past
experiences of three Utah interviewees suggest that plants grown in lower elevations may
fail from acclimation exhaustion.
Source conscious native plant buyers, including ecologists and reclamation
specialists, often want to know from where plants are being shipped before they place an
order. The good news for Utah growers is that 81% of survey respondents strongly
agreed to with the statement, "I prefer to buy native plants from Utah growers" (on a scale
of I to I 0, with I meaning "strongly disagree" and I 0 meaning "strongly agree," this
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percentage marked 8 or higher). This opinion could be a reflection of the relation
between source location and adaptation performance, as well as the desire to support instate businesses.
In terms of information sources, the ASLA survey asked participants to check the
three sources of information that they depend upon the most for information about native
plants. Percentages of respondents who use these sources are listed in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5.
Sources oflnformation Utah Landscape Professionals Rely Upon Most for Their Work
(n=ll8)
Books and Magazines

69%

State Nursery

20%

Word of Mouth

37%

Internet

18%

Use in another landscape

32%

Utah Native Plant Society

4%

Demonstration Gardens

31%

Conferences and lectures

2%

Formal education

30%

Radio and Television

2%

USU Extension Services

29%

In the landscape profession, individuals rely significantly on books and magazines as a
source of native plant information. "Word of mouth" is the next most important source
followed by "use in another landscape," "demonstration gardens," "formal education,"
and "USU extension services." Other significant information sources used include the
State nurserY and the Internet. The least used source of information, according to these
rates of response, is the Utah Native Plant Society (UNPS) which has been educating the
public on the appreciation, preservation and conservation of the native plant and plant
communities found in the state of Utah for twenty five years (Utah Native Plant Society
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Mission Statement 2003. URL: http://www.unps.org/, accessed 24 February, 2003). This
finding suggests that the Utah Native Plant Society has valuable information to share and
could better market this information to increase awareness of native plants among
landscape professionals.
Landscape architects and restoration specialists who are Lone Peak Conservation
Nursery customers and were interviewed for this study said they obtain their knowledge
about best planting and growing practices from a variety of sources. A good portion of
their knowledge comes from trial and error. If a planting technique fails, then the
landscape professional has the opportunity to learn from that experience and use the same
species successfully the next time. Other information sources listed by ASLA survey
respondents or mentioned by state nursery customers include the Society of Ecological
Restoration (available online), nursery brochures, local growers, the Utah Native Plant
Society, Utah State Extension Services, and Lone Peak Conservation Nursery staff
members.
The Internet is an information tool that is becoming more and more useful,
especially for one grower in Central Utah who is able to take orders from all over the
region and ship his plants out of state. If a business' web page is well constructed and
informational, customers can become more knowledgeable about native plant products
and can compare useful information such as availability and price. Kelly Kukendahl from
the Native Plant Network announced the creation of a web-based library for buying and
selling native seed at the Boise Native Seed Symposium in October of2000. The project
aims to provide an information data base to help individuals research and buy and sell
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native plant materials as network partners facilitate the development of economical
sources of genetically certified native seed from local plant populations (Native Seed
Network Website Development Workshop Handout, October 31, 2001).
Other excellent local and regional web pages provide helpful information for
native plant species identification, product availability, plant care requirements, plant
product diversification and cost. Internet browsers can access a national native plant
species index as well as information on sellers and landscape professionals who have
experience using native plants by state. A quick review of a national web site sponsored
by tbe Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center shows that Utah sorely lacks updated
information from native plant suppliers and users. Only two Utah growers and three
landscape professionals capable of using native plants were listed on the site as of
February 24, 2002 (http://www.wildflower.org/?nd=suppliers_database). Entries for
states with more advanced native plant markets, such as California and Colorado,
consisted of several pages of native plant sources and business-related contacts. This
comparison suggests tbere is room for both growth and increased visibility in tbe Utah
native plant market.

Perceived Limitations to Native Plant Use
While knowledge about native plants' growing traits and abilities to adapt to
foreign landscapes generally increases native plant use among landscape professionals,
there are perceived limitations to tbe use of native plants which make it difficult for
survey respondents to choose native plants over adapted exotic plant species commonly
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supplied by the traditional nursery market. Individuals were asked to rate a list of factors
in terms of whether they posed limitations to their use of native plants on a scale of 1 to
I 0, with 1 meaning there is "no limitation" and 10 meaning there is a "serious limitation"
Table 2-6 summarizes significant limitation factors evaluated for this section of the
survey from 117 individuals.

Table 2-6.
Limitations to Native Plant Use

On a scale of I to 10, with 1 meaning "no
limitation" and 10 meaning "serious
limitation", rate the following factors. Mean
given in ( ).
Cost is too high (5) n~ll7
Desired plant species are not available (8)
Desired plant sizes are not available (7)

n~ll7

n~ 116

Customer unfamiliarity in caring for native plants (6)

J\o

No Serious

Limitation

Limitation

(1)

(2-4)

(5·6)

(7·10)

20%

24%

28%

28%

1%

9%

11%

79%

1%

15%

16%

68%

5%

19%

24%

52%

3%

14%

12%

71%

10%

25%

36%

29%

10%

35%

25%

30%

8%

29%

30%

33%

7%

33%

26%

34%

Neutral

Significant
Limitation

n~ll6

Customer perception that native plants are not as
beautiful as traditional garden plants (7) n~ 117
Poor plant/seed quality (5)

n~ll2

Finished landscape did not tum out as planned (5)
n~llO

Limited knowledge of plant propagation and care (5)
n~ll4

Limited knowledge about specific native plant use (5)
n~ll4

The greatest factor limiting native plant use among Utah landscape professionals
is desired plant species not being available, followed by customers' perceptions of native
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plant aesthetics. Lack of availability of desired plant size closely follows. Customer
unfamiliarity with native plant care and limited knowledge about specific native plant use
also limits the use of native plant material.
High plant cost, surprisingly, ranked lowest as a factor on the limitation scale with
a mean rating of 4.5. Plant choice is directly affected by market availability of certain
species, and not necessarily by cost, indicating that these professionals are willing to buy
native plants when they can find them in order to meet certain objectives. These results
highlight two concerns for the native plant market in Utah. First, native plant products
demanded by landscape professionals still are not adequately supplied by market growers.
Second, landscape professionals sense uncertainty from their clients (the public) when it
comes to aesthetic perceptions and familiarity with care for native plant products.
Compare the previous table's results with a similar survey section on the
importance of native plant products and services. While all of these services are
generally important to landscape professionals, Table 2-7 suggests that "competitive
price" and "on time delivery" are important decision making factor to the final purchase.
Interestingly, "product certification and labeling" is considered most important second to
"competitive price", but "plant source identification" ranks least important overall. This
could imply that landscape professionals generally care about sharing native plant care
information and genetic integrity more than the geographical source the plant has been
grown or obtained from.
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Table 2-7.
Importance ofNative Plant Products and Services

Rate the importance of the following
native plant products and services on a
scale of I to 10, with I meaning not at
all important and 10 meaning most
important. Mean given in ( ).

Neutral

Important

Most

Not at all

Less

Important

Important

(I)

(2-4)

(5-6)

(7-9)

(10)

Plant source identification (7) n~78

3%

18%

14%

48%

17%

Product certification and labeling (8)

3%

7%

10%

55%

25%

0%

4%

15%

56%

25%

4%

7%

10%

60%

19%

3%

5%

10%

58%

24%

1%

6%

9%

58%

26%

Buyer education on plant's abilities and
constraints (8) n~79

1%

7%

10%

65%

17%

Custom growing service for specialized

7%

15%

18%

52%

8%

Important

n~79

Size of available plants (8) n~80
Product guarantee (8)

n~80

On time delivery (8) n=78
Competitive price (8)

orders (7)

n~79

n~77

Market Supply of Native Plants in Utah
Once landscape professionals have made the choice to use native plants, the next
question they may ask is "Where do we find them?" A section of the ASLA survey
solicited landscape professionals' views on the Utah native plant market and their
opinions about the appropriate role for Lone Peak Conservation Nursery (see Table 2-8 ).
Landscape professionals expressed concerns that market demand for certain native plant
species and the demand for native plants in larger sizes is growing faster than market
supply. While landscape buyers generally agree that the market for native plants is
regional in scope, most would prefer to buy native plants from Utah growers.
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Table 2-8.
Landscape Professionals' Views on the Utah Native Plant Market

Strongly

The demand for native plants in Utah is growing
faster than the supply. n~l21 (7)
The demand for larger sizes of native plants in Utah is
growing faster than the supply. n~ 120 (8)
I would be willing to pay more for native plant
products if I knew they were source identified.
n~ 123 (6)
My clients generally rely upon me to select the plant
materials for my projects, and thus, I have a lot of
influence over whether native plants get used.
n~ 123 (8)
I prefer to buy native plants from Utah growers.
123 (8)

n~

Consumers are generally confused about what
constitutes a "native plant." n~ 124 (8)
The markets for native plants are generally regional in
scope. n~ 121 (7)
Labeling of native plants needs to include more
information on the geographical range for which a
particular plant is considered native. n~ 125 (7)
Sellers of native plants are willing to share
information concerning the successful production of
native plant products. n~ 103 (6)

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Agree

(1·2)

(34)

(5·6)

(7·8)

(9-10)

2%

6%

32%

41%

19%

2o/o

3%

24%

39%

32%

10%

15%

42%

23%

10%

1%

2°/o

9%

40%

48%

1.5%

1.5%

10%

35%

52%

0%

4%

10%

39%

47%

3%

7%

21%

45%

24%

1%

6%

l%

10%

14%

43%

48%

31%

28%

18%

Most people surveyed or interviewed for this study are very supportive of Lone
Peak Conservation Nursery and think it plays a valuable role in the Utah native plant
market. ASLA survey respondents were asked to mark their level of agreement with four
statements about the nursery's role on a scale of I to 10, with I meaning "strongly
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disagree" and 10 meaning "strongly agree" (refer to Table 3-1 ). Concerning whether the
state nursery should supply source identified native plants, 72% agreed (responses of 7 or
greater). Of the respondents, 67% agreed that the state nursery should be a risk taker in
developing new native plant markets (responses of 7 or greater). Lone Peak Conservation
Nursery also is considered an important source of information for the native plant market
by 64% of respondents (responses of 7 or greater). However, 63% of these landscape
professionals disagreed with the statement that Lone Peak Conservation Nursery should
specialize in growing native plants that can be used for conservation purposes only
(responses of 4 or lower). This result implies that landscape professionals would like to
purchase native plants from Lone Peak Conservation Nursery for a variety of purposes,
including purposes that might be considered nontraditional conservation landscaping, and
they view the state nursery as one of their major native plant suppliers.
Native plant users are often unaware of the introduction of new products to the
market. Interviewed growers and restoration specialists often commented that the orders
they receive from landscape designers and contractors do not specify available sizes or
products for projects they have bid on, and so they are forced to renegotiate their planting
schedule construction documents with the help of nursery sales representatives.
Other in-state suppliers of native seed and plant species have entered the market
since the establishment of the state conservation nursery. Much of the native seed on the
market is provided by individuals who harvest wild land seed under permit on public
lands, and then sell it to seed distributors. There are a few farmers of native seed and
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grasses in rural areas of Utah. Interview sources revealed approximately three or four
small growers of native plant seedlings that are sold as bare root stock (plugs) or tublings.
Five Utah native plant farmers sell native plants in containers or as "balled and burlapped
(B&B)" trees and shrubs. (The term "B&B" refers to the process by which larger trees
and shrubs are often dug up from the ground with the root-ball wrapped in burlap and
secured with wire or rope before shipment.) Possibly other small growers and native
plant enthusiasts exist who were not discovered in this study.
Utah landscape professionals often want larger container plants and specimen
sizes than those readily available on the current market. When asked what sizes of plants
landscape professionals would like to use but for which they cannot find suppliers,
respondents wrote requests for 2-5 gallon containers, plus-! 0 gallon container sizes, 3"
and 4" standard caliper trees, and greater choice in balled and burlapped stock. This
finding is consistent with information gathered in Lone Peak Conservation Nursery
customer interviews, where landscape architects and designers who specifY plant sizes
according to standards set by the state's traditional green industry feel frustrated when
they cannot find Bigtooth Maple (acer grandidentatum) with a 3" caliper, or Pinyon Pine

(pinus edulis) in a size 5 container. Native plant species that landscape professionals
have a difficult time finding include Bigtooth Maple (Acer grandidentatum), Bristlecone
Pine (Pinus aristata), Pinyon Pine (Pinus edulis), and Fourwing Saltbush (Atriplex

canascens).
Landscape professionals may wonder why constraints in native plant supply exist
in Utah, a state which is home to 2,966 native and endemic plants species (Stein 2002,
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pp. 16). When asked about landscape professionals' perception of shortages in native
plant supply, Utah growers replied that certain native plant species and larger sizes of
certain native plants are difficult to produce consistently. Some native plant species grow
so slowly that the time needed to grow specimen trees from seedlings makes the wait too
expensive in terms of labor and stocking room. Native plant species often have unique
growing traits such as specialized soil requirements and deep reaching root systems that
make growing these species in Green Industry standard containers difficult. Other
species, such as Castelleja spp. (Indian Paintbrush) grow with other host plants and are
not easy to propagate alone in a nursery setting.
Difficult to find species can be specially ordered or contracted from native plant
growers. For example, the use of seed, seedlings, and plants in small container sizes for
mine land reclamation and other special restoration projects may require landscape
professionals to plant endemic species found growing on site. Many of these plants are
not available on the market, unless they are successfully test grown by a supplier who can
afford the time and resources to research the growth of that plant. Most growers provide
custom grow orders as a service to their customers with special plant needs. Custom
orders can be difficult to arrange if there is not enough lead time in the project to allow
for seed collection, stratification and germination. Growers in central and northern Utah
require six months to three years lead time for custom grow orders depending on the plant
species and seed availability. One grower asked designers and contractors not to forget
that "Nature has Her own time table" and does not satisfy designer demands for "instant
gratification." Many growers require a deposit or payment in advance on custom orders
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in order to minimize cancellations.
Other hard to find native plant products, such as large sizes of slow growing
Pinyon pines, may be obtained by suppliers who are willing to obtain permits to dig those
plants on state or federal land, or who can work with large land owners and ranchers to
grow trees and shrubs on private land. However, some restoration specialists express
concern over the loss of ecological diversity in the wild. The Nature Conservancy's
annual report on America's biodiversity ranks the risk of decline in Utah's vascular plant
diversity as third highest in the nation.
One interviewed ecologist feels the preservation of ecological integrity in Utah
wild lands depends on minimal hwnan intervention. When searching for ways to meet
her needs for larger sizes of certain native plant species, she pays particular attention to
the ethical consideration of various collection methods for harvesting native plant stock.
She fears that native plant demand may lead to increased harvesting of native plants in the
wild that might threaten ecological integrity because hwnans have a tendency to deplete
natural resources to the point where the remaining population of a species community
cannot remain viable. She encourages landscape professionals with similar concerns to
be aware of suppliers' native plant harvesting techniques and to encourage knowledge
sharing concerning important native plant population thresholds before native species are
harvested in order to avoid further damage to populations already at risk.
Native plant growers are in the process of adapting product availability to meet
the demand for larger product sizes and greater species availability. In the meantime,
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landscape contractors and restoration specialists involved with project construction who
we interviewed or surveyed suggest it is important for landscape architects to research the
availability of plants that they specify in their designs before delivering planting plans to
the construction contractor. While this effort requires time and general native plant
market awareness, persons responsible for the installation of projects appreciate the
validity of recommended planting schemes and feel this service increases the success rate
for meeting desired project outcomes.
Native plant materials which are poorly specified can have an adverse affect on
project success and injure designer/client relations, or deter potential clients from using
native plant species. Landscape architect firms that wish to research plant availability for
their clients may prefer to use the services of a plant broker. The possibility of finding
plant broker services for Utah grown products is difficult at present, but may improve as
the demand for native plant use in Utah continues to increase (Telephone conversation
with Justin Hamula, February 14, 2003). Other native plant users who were interviewed
agree that landscape professionals have an obligation to share the responsibility of
educating their clients about native plant benefits and growth and care characteristics in
order to avoid perpetuating and spreading common mis-perceptions about native plant
care and performance expectations.

The Role of Utah Landscape Professionals
Landscape professionals have a vital role to play in the growing use of native
plants in Utah. Through their practical experience, information sharing, and professional
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dialogue, they can further knowledge about native plants, promote a landscape aesthetic
attuned to local ecology, encourage ethical practices in the production and use of native
plants, and contribute to achieving excellence and sustainability in Utah landscape
environments.
Conservation and sustainable land management issues in the West promote a new
philosophy for ecological stewardship. Land management practices and industrial
impacts require thoughtful consideration of the environmental impacts people impose on
nature, and awareness of variance in public understanding of"nature" and "restoration"
(Gobster and Hull 2000; Hull and Robertson 200 I). Many regional and recreational
planning projects focus on open space planning, preservation of bio-diversity, and the
need for humans to accept limitations or risk destruction of natural systems.
Study results suggest that landscape professionals believe the use of native plant
species is preferable to the use of adapted exotics for many reasons, yet the main
justification for plant material choice is to satisfy the landscaping objectives of the project
and their clients. Landscape professionals have the ability to influence their clients'
choices of plant material, and can educate their clients on the benefits or limitations of
native plant use to obtain satisfactory end results. Landscape professionals run into
trouble when designer and client perceptions of important project objectives do not agree.
Awareness of ambiguity in human perceptions of natural resource values can be applied
to design and planning issues, and may help landscape professionals better understand the
needs of users of their work and may encourage native plant users to develop more
sustainable and democratic landscapes.
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The Utah Chapter of ASLA can work to share native plant ideas and experiences
with society members in other states. Some states, such as Minnesota, require a section
of their landscape architecture licensing exam to address native plant species
identification and care requirements. The Utah Landscape Architect Licensing Exam
(LARE) currently does not test native plant species identification or knowledge (Mike
Timmons, LARE exam reviewer, "Professional Practice" class lecture, April4, 2003,
Utah State University; Rogers 1997, pp. 16-17). Testing of native plant identification
and knowledge of plant characteristics may increase landscape professional's ability to
choose appropriate plant material that supports current trends in landscaping objectives.
The Utah Chapter of ASLA could enlist support for these efforts from ASLA members,
the Council of Educators for Landscape Architects (CELA), and other state educators
such as the Native Plant Society, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery, and Utah State
University Extension services.
Other states with similar landscape trends are focusing collaboration efforts on
serious state issues such as plant choice and drought. The Pro-Green Conference held in
Denver, Colorado in January 2003 exemplified one strategy for collaboration made
possible through industry participation in management of the state's drought. At this
conference, successful information sharing occurred among many players in Colorado's
landscaping industry who were in attendance. Conference participants included speakers
and attendees in a variety of lecture tracts focused on the development and use of native
plant products for xeric landscaping. Sessions were given by private growers, Colorado
State University Extension Services, Colorado State Nursery representatives, experienced
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landscape designers and contractors, the Irrigation Association, and other plant
maintenance experts. In addition, the Colorado Chapter of the ASLA held its annual
meeting in connection with the green industry's Pro-Green Conference, offering a
separate track of session choices on one of the days. Participating industry members
seemed to benefit from information sharing and discussions where important native plant
market issues such as price, choice, availability, best installation and maintenance
practices, and public perceptions about native plant aesthetics were jointly discussed.
As the demand for native plant use in Utah continues to grow, landscape
professionals will increasingly be challenged to provide high quality results using native
plant products. Continued information sharing, industry collaboration, and focused
design efforts will tum good ideas into working realities, and strengthen the contributions
of landscape professionals to the development of meaningful and functional
environments.
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CHAPTER3 2
HOW 'NATIVE' IS NATIVE? DILEMMAS IN
THE UTAH NATIVE PLANT MARKET

INTRODUCTION
Native plant species are no longer used solely for traditional conservation and
restoration purposes. Current changes in urban conservation behavior such as xeric or
waterwise landscaping, continued population growth in the arid West, scarcity of water
resources, increasing appreciation for the beauty of native species, and concern for biodiversity suggest there may be emerging niches in the market for native plants.
The growing literature on native plants reflects some of the needs and concerns
involved in their changing use. Much of this literature focuses on identifying which
plants are native to particular ecosystems and how people can successfully use them in
restored or managed landscapes (Brodie 1996). Utah native plants have been described
and classified by several authors (Albee, Schultz, and Goodrich 1988; USDA 2001;
Woodson 2001). Most recently, Wendy Mee, Jared Barnes, Richard Sutton, Roger
Kjelgren, Teresa Cerny, and Craig Johnson (2002) have compiled much needed data into
a reference book, "Water Wise: Native Plants for Intermountain Landscapes" describing
Utah native plants, their eco-associations, care requirements, growing traits and landscape
applications.

'This is chapter coauthored by Joanna Endter-Wada and Craig Johnson.
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The philosophy of when and where native plants should be used is also receiving
attention in the literature. Issues involved in the use of native plants in urban settings
include creating conservation corridors (Henry et a!. 1999), blending urban interfaces and
wildlands through application of native plantings (Howe, McMahon, and Probst 1997),
the aesthetic substitutability of native and low water use plants in residential design
(Spranger 1993; Phillips 1995; Kratz 2002), planting native and adapted species to
conserve water (Knopf 1991; Proctor and Denver Water 1996; Envision Utah 2000),
landscaping to improve wildlife habitat (Nordstrom 1991; Anderson 1996; Natural
Resources Conservation Service 2001 ), and the need for bio-diversity in landscape design
(Cowan and VanDer Ryn 1996). Other authors discuss the need to define the appropriate
use of native plants for habitat restoration according to the specific time of a certain
succession period and place (Gobster and Hull 2000), ambiguities in human perceptions
of nature (Hull and Robertson 2001), and the importance of using native plants to create a
unique sense of place and personal ties to nature (Yee 1984; Brenzell997; Johnson 1998;
Lowry 1999; Springer 200 I).
While most of the native plant literature focuses on the aesthetic and ecological
aspects of using native plants, some recent works have focused on emerging native plant
markets. In the past, native plants were rarely marketed. An unpublished interview of
early Utah landscape designer Kenji Shiozawa done by Susan Crook, alumni of the
Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning Department at Utah State
University, tells how Laval Morris, Kenji Shiozawa, and Leon Frehner used native plants
and stone to reflect a "uniquely Utahn" aesthetic in their work. However, these designers
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lamented that native plants were not found on the general plant market and they had to
dig them up from the wild (Shiozawa 1987: II).
Publicly-funded state and federal nurseries were established to supply native
plants for conservation and restoration purposes when native plants were not available on
the private market. The situation has changed and today the market for native plants is
growing. Some authors are starting to look at the economic components of native plant
and specialty markets (Lauer 2001; Potts eta!. 2002; Ward 2002) and at various methods
for assessing cost and benefit in restoration projects (Johnson 1984; Gwartney and Stroup
1990; Freeman 1993; Griffith and McCoy 2001).

LONE PEAK CONSERVATION NURSERY

The growing private market for native plants has created dilemmas for state and
federal nurseries. Most of these public nurseries have legislated mandates to produce
plants for conservation purposes. Traditionally, their plants were used on lands their own
agency managed (e.g., with U.S. Forest Service nurseries) or were sold to other
government agencies and rural landowners, mostly farmers and ranchers.
Utah's conservation program began in the 1920s under the Clarke-McNary Act
which created a partnership between the United States Forest Service and the State of
Utah. Through this partnership, the state conservation nursery was established with the
purpose of growing plant species needed for public and private conservation efforts
engaged in mostly by federal and state land management agencies and rural farmers and
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ranchers. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery was first established in northern Utah where it
worked closely with Utah State University, the state's land grant university located in
Logan, Utah.
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery moved to Draper, Utah in the 1970s and was
located on land adjacent to the state prison. It currently occupies 35 acres and grows
mostly bare root or seedling stock for the conservation needs of public land management
agencies and private land owners. Today the nursery carries over 90 different species of
trees, shrubs, grasses and wetland plants, and other native plant species can be custom
grown there (Zeidler 2002). Lone Peak Conservation Nursery is part of the Utah Division
of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands.
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery managers, now in the process of developing a
five-year plan, face several dilemmas caused by changing market pressures. The
conservation nursery is funded, in part, by the state, which subsidizes the production of
conservation plants that might not otherwise be available. However, since the nursery
grows plants which then are sold, it is expected to recover operating costs, particularly in
light of Utah's tight budgets in recent years. Often, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery
grows specific plant materials to meet projected restoration needs, mostly related to fire
on state and federal lands, only to find that the inherent unpredictability of demand in that
market sector leaves them with large volumes of surplus product at the end of the season.
When this situation occurs, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery managers face the
dilemma of having to find buyers for their surplus crops, destroy unsold plant surpluses,
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or pot their bare root and seedling stock and store it until the next season. This means
that the nursery managers must be open to sell left over plants to anyone willing to buy
them, suffer a financial loss, or give up valuable space needed to start the next seasons'
bare root and seedling crops to the held-over potted plant stock.
This dilemma is compounded by the timing and nature of sales. Most buyers for
wildland restoration projects need native plants late in the season, mainly in response to
fire occurrences. Alternative buyers in the urban landscape market, particularly other
nurseries, generally want to purchase native plant stock early in the season for garden
establishment. In recent years, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery has sold out of many
species quite early in the season. While this reduces the nursery's risks of having leftover stock and incurring financial loss, it becomes problematic for nursery staff when the
needs of conservation and restoration customers cannot be met. Lone Peak Conservation
Nursery's only way of giving priority to these customers in the past was to set a minimum
size on orders which then favored the large sales characteristic of conservation and
restoration demand. In recent years, some large wholesale and retail nurseries have
purchased plant stock from Lone Peak Conservation Nursery.
State nursery managers wonder if the changes occurring in native plant markets
will provide a steady outlet for surplus stock in which to hedge nursery losses. Some
employees believe the state nursery has an obligation to continue growing source
identified native plant material. These products, as mentioned before, sell mainly to
restoration and conservation users. They require additional effort to produce when seed
must be gathered from sensitive plant populations over several growing seasons, or seed
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propagation methods must be tried and researched. Other employees feel the nursery
could cover its expenses better if it avoided the costly process of source identifYing plants
and focused on producing a more generalized selection of native plant species that can be
sold to meet a variety of landscape objectives. Hence, tbe nursery faces the dilemma of
whether to continue to put effort into source identification, which primarily meets
ecological objectives (through conservation and restoration), or whether to expand their
native plant species list, which might be a more viable financial strategy.
Changes in Lone Peak Conservation Nursery customer profiles support the
nursery staffs assumption that interest in native plants is diversifYing and the native plant
market is expanding (refer to Table 2-1). While the percent of sales within each customer
group varies from year to year, overall the percentage of public sector sales dropped from
58% in 1992 to 36% in 2000, while sales to private sector customers rose from 41% in
1992 to 64% in 2000. These changes suggest a shift in sales from the public to private
sector, and possible increased interest in native plant use to meet nontraditional
conservation objectives. In addition, tbe nursery has noticed an increase in out-of-state
customers, suggesting that the market is becoming more regional in scope.

THE RESEARCH

In order to better understand these changes and tbeir causes, Lone Peak

Conservation Nursery applied for a USDA grant to study the market for native plants in
Utah witb the following objectives: to assess trends in demand for native plants used to
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meet conservation and landscaping purposes; clarifY the role of federal and state nurseries
in developing markets for native plants; determine if enough supply exists to adequately
serve apparent growing demand for native plant materials; and, examine current market
trends which may help reduce risk and market uncertainty.
To supervise the study, Lone Peak Conservation Director, Glen Beagle and Eddie
Trimmer (Project Director) formed an advisory committee. The following people serve
on that Advisory Committee: John Fairchild from the Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources; Roger Kjelgren from Utah State University's Department of Plants, Soils and
Biometerology; Tom Landis, state nursery specialist from J.H. Stone Nursery operated by
the US Forest Service in Central Point, Oregon; Bruce Ratzlaff from the Utah Office of
Energy; Nancy Shaw from the Rocky Mountain Research Station in Provo, Utah; Steve
Caicco, plant ecologist from the Bureau of Land Management Seed Bank in Boise, Idaho;
Barbara Bellio from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management in Denver, Colorado; and,
Diane Jones from the Utah Landscape Nursery Association.
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery contracted with the Natural Resource and
Environmental Policy Program at Utah State University to conduct the research. The
research team, which included Dr. Joanna Endler-Wada, Virginia Harding, and Judith
Kurtzman, decided to assess market trends through a 2 part study that gathered
information from buyers, sellers, and end-users of native plant materials.
The first part of the study consisted of surveying all current members of the Utah
Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects (see survey in Appendix 1).
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The Utah Chapter of ASLA was surveyed on the assumption that it is a sophisticated
group of plant buyers and users, and thus, represents the leading edge of native plant
market demand trends. Utah ASLA members are a diverse group of landscape
professionals, they work in public and private sectors of the economy, they have
knowledge of and experience with plant materials, and the Association's membership
provided an ideal sample size that fit the constraints of available funding and time.
The ASLA membership survey, titled Native Plant Use in Utah: Attitudes and
Practices of Landscape Professionals, contains 5 sections relating to respondents'
professional background, philosophy of native plant use, experience using native plants,
experience obtaining specific native plant products and services, and views on market
demand trends and the appropriate role of the state conservation nursery. The term
"landscape professionals" mentioned in the survey title reflects the varied nature of the
landscape architecture profession and is inclusive of people who are working in related
landscape fields such as landscape design, landscape contracting, and planning. Included
with the survey was a list of native plants that grow in Utah for the participant's reference
(see appendix 2).
The 8 page self-completion questionnaire was administered to ASLA members at
their annual chapter conference in Salt Lake City during April 2002, with the remainder
of the surveys mailed to those members who were not contacted personally at the annual
meeting. We followed up with 2 additional mailings over the next 5 weeks following the
Dillman method for maximizing survey response (Dillman 2000). Eventually, a total of
136 out of 248 ASLA chapter members participated in the survey, giving us a response
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rate of close to 55%, which was good considering the surveys were mailed between midApril and the first week of June, a very busy season for the landscaping industry. Survey
results were coded and the data were analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS).
For the second part of the study, we conducted face-to-face interviews with 15
customers of Lone Peak Conservation Nursery selected for their involvement in and
knowledge of the native plant industry. These customers represented all segments of the
native plant market and included 5 native plant growers, 2 native plant wholesalers, 4
restoration specialists working for public and private land management agencies, I
roadside maintenance specialist, 2 landscape contractors, and a collective group of rural
residents in need of conservation plant materials from the state. Interviewees were asked
a series of questions focused on getting them to describe the Utah native plant market and
their perceptions of change in that market. In addition, interviewees were asked to
identizy sources of knowledge necessary to their use of native plants, difficulties with
growing and marketing native plants, and future expectations of market trends (see
interview protocol listed in Appendix 3). Interview content was analyzed for recurring
themes and important insights.

THE CHANGING UTAH NATIVE PLANT MARKET

The traditional demand for native plants includes the use of native plant species
used for conservation and restoration objectives have long been valued for their ability to
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restore or maintain desired ecological functions in important habitats. Gobster and Hull
define "restoration" as the intentional intervention in process of landscape change in
order to reach a desired outcome (2000: 11 )." Traditionally, native plants have been used
for conservation and restoration objectives. Utah ranchers and farmers frequently use
native plant materials for the construction of windbreaks and snow shelters to increase
crop production and livestock survivability in rural areas. Private and public land
managers use native species to rehabilitate lands disturbed by fires, erosion, mining,
intensive cattle grazing, noxious weed invasion, and to restore the ecological function of
important wetland, riparian, and wildlife habitats.
This segment of native plant demand requires some native plant products to be
genetically certified and source identified. Limited budgets for projects covering large
areas of land often encourage planting contractors to use seed or younger plant materials
such as plugs and seedlings. Often these products take 1 to 3 years to produce after they
are requested from growers, so these plants are often purchased through a custom
growing contract.

Emerging Demand for Native Plants
Current changes in urban conservation behavior, continued population growth in
the arid West, scarcity of water resources, the increasing appreciation for indigenous plant
aesthetics, and concern for bio-diversity lead Lone Peak Conservation Nursery managers
to believe there may be emerging niches in the market for native plants not used solely for
traditional conservation purposes. Native garden design authors discuss the use of native
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plants to enhance the value of outdoor spaces in urban areas through improving the
quality of habitat for desired urban wildlife such as birds and butterflies. Natural
gardeners also claim native plants requires less water, fertilizer and insecticides than
adapted exotics typically found at supermarket garden centers and regional nurseries
(Knopf eta!. 2002; Phillips 1995, Woodson 2001).
Objectives for native plant use in Utah follow these trends. Lone Peak
Conservation Nursery interviews and the ASLA survey provide information on specific
applications of native plants. Reasons given for integrating native plants into urban
landscapes include a variety of conservation objectives, including minimizing water use,
creating landscapes that reflect natural Utah surroundings, blending of vegetation from
suburban development to wild land areas, establishing wildlife corridors, and preserving
biodiversity in urban centers.
Often native plants used for these projects are expected to convey immediate
visual results. Landscape professionals who participated in the survey asked for larger
container sizes and species that fit their landscape objectives as well as decorative species
that bloom or hold season-round interest. Plants sold to this group of users contribute to
commercial and residential design demand in the market. Users in this segment of the
market differ from traditional conservation and restoration users because native plant
products chosen to meet these types oflandscape objectives generally do not necessarily
need to be source identified.
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DEFINING THE NATURE OF NATIVE PLANT PRODUCTS
Ambiguity in current native plant labeling practices and the importance of native
plant source identification raise the question, "How 'native' is native?" Native plants are
not easily defined, often resulting in confusion among both market buyers and sellers.
ASLA survey respondents think that "consumers are generally confused about what
constitutes a native plant." When asked to rate their level of agreement with this quoted
statement on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 meaning "strongly disagree," and 10 meaning
"strongly agree," 71% of respondents marked 8 or higher (refer to Table 2-2).
Interviewees noted that confusion over accepted native plant definitions often creates
dilemmas for suppliers trying to decide which plants to grow and how to market their
products.
The definition of a "native plant" includes the flexible dimensions of time and
space. For example a plant native to North America is generally defined as any plant
known to exist on the North American continent prior to European settlement.
Difficulties inherent in reconstructing pre-Columbian ecosystems, such as finding
appropriate ecological evidence and recognizing that ecosystems are dynamic and change
through time, make the time dimension of the definition alone problematic. Nevertheless,
plant taxonomists, archaeologists, and ecologists have helped to develop fairly good
working lists of native plants for various regions. But what happens to the dimension of
space when ecological, political, and market boundaries overlap but do not coincide?

What does it mean when native plant suppliers market "Utah Native Plants"? Looking at
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these questions from an ecological perspective, there is really no such thing as a "Utah"
native plant. While the entire range of some endemic plants may lie within state
boundaries, "Utah" is not an ecologically defined geographical region.
Many plants native to Utah are actually regional in scope because state political
boundaries overlay four major ecological zones. These zones, or biomes, include the
Rocky Mountains, the Colorado Plateau, the Great Basin, and the Southwest High Desert
(Bush 2000). Because of the way Utah is situated geographically, over 2,966 vascular
plant species are considered native to the state, a number of which are only found in
certain ecological niche communities with a much more narrow geographical range and
others which can be found in much larger geographical areas (refer to Figure2-l ). Many
plants native to Utah are also found in neighboring states that share territory with Utah in
certain ecological zones. Thus, a "Great Basin native" plant might also be found in parts
of Nevada, Wyoming, Idaho, Oregon, and California (Merrill2003: 1).
The percentage of Utah's plant population that is at risk of extinction is the third highest
in the United States, and Utah is the fifth highest state at risk for loss of overall
biodiversity (Stein 2002: 16). Some restoration specialists are concerned about the effects
of market pressures on plant populations and the ecological consequences of spreading
these plants as landscaping products through out markets all over the West.
Assessing this ecological risk is currently the subject of much debate. Ecosystem
health is often measured by biodiversity. Maintaining the existence of several species
better ensures the chance that ecological balance will remain intact should some species
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expire or alter in some adverse way that might negatively impact human existence.
Species richness, or the number of different native species is the most prevalent measure
of biological diversity and procures a general knowledge of biological wealth. Decline in
endemic species is oftentimes the first indicator of disturbances impacting ecosystem
health (Bush 2000: 326-327). According to a study done by Nature Serve for The Nature
Conservancy's States of the Union report on biodiversity in the U.S., Utah's diversity of
plant and animal species rank I Oth in the nation. Almost 15% of Utah native species are
at risk of extinction, ranking Utah as fifth highest at risk for biodiveristy in the nation.
Vascular plant populations rank fifth highest in number of species, and third highest at
risk of extinction (Stein 2002: 16). Nature has both economic and existence value. The
first is often measured in terms of the dollar value natural resources provide, and the
benefit they impart to markets of trade. Existence value is much more difficult to assess
since science can not accurately pin point the specific impact that any one species'
extinction may have on the biosphere (Bush 2000: 327).
When considering political boundaries, a different set of considerations start to
influence the definition of a Utah native plant. In the interest of stimulating the economy,
the state promotes Utah businesses and tries to develop market identification for products
grown or produced in Utah. This is where a native plant as an ecological resource starts
to be distinguished from a native plant as a market product. With native plants
increasingly marketed on a regional basis and consumers eager to show loyalty to local
producers, the phrase "Utah native plant" can mean something very different to
consumers than what ecologists generally mean when they use the phrase. In this context,
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"Utah native plant" might signify it is a native plant that is grown in Utah but it might not
necessarily be a native plant from Utah. One of the most important business decisions
Utah native plant growers make concerns the geographical range of the native plants they
choose to grow (e.g., are they native to Utah or, perhaps, to the Western United States?)
In contrast to ecology and politics, markets recognize few geographical
boundaries. The tendency of businesses is to grow their customer base, increase sales,
and expand their market share, which oftentimes entails dispersing their products over a
wider geographical range. Large and economically successful native plant businesses that
operate at a regional scale try to carry inventory that can be sold to and used by a more
general base of customers throughout their market range, thus they rarely worry about
identifYing the source or subspecies of their plants. They may even use regional
ecological terms imprecisely in marketing techniques designed to appeal to people's
cultural or aesthetic impressions of plants. Even when native plant sellers provide more
site specific ecological information about their products, the choice of when and where to
use various types of native plant species is left to buyers and end users.

STUDY FINDINGS

ASLA survey results reveal that source identification for native plants is important
for some landscaping purposes (refer to Table 2-3). Survey participants were asked how
specific their native plant source identification needed to be to meet various types of
objectives (native to a specific location, native to an ecological region, or native to the
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Western United States?). Landscape professionals working on restoration and land
management projects have more specific requirements for native plant source than
landscape professionals working on projects where the focus is aesthetics or urban
conservation (meaning conservation of water, reduction in pesticide use, and shading of
taller structures, etc.). Responses suggest that landscape requirements for source
identified plants depends on the project and its objectives. Persons working for a
commercial landscape design firms are much less likely to demand source identified
native plants than persons working for the Forest Service or The Nature Conservancy.
The Utah market for native plants is tied to regional ecology. Consequently, the demand
for native plants in Utah is comparable to the demand for native plants in neighboring
states.
Laurel Potts, marketing director for Rocky Mountain Natives located in Rifle,
Colorado, recently finished a comparable native plant study for Colorado markets. She
interviewed several Colorado seed companies, nurseries and garden centers, landscape
architects and designers. She found that motivations for plant use in Colorado include the
desire to build wildlife habitat, xeriscape or water-smart gardens, low maintenance
gardens, and fire-wise landscapes. Restoration projects lead native plant species demand
in volume, but she predicts interest in native plant use will continue to grow steadily over
time with heightened awareness of drought, biodiversity issues, and indigenous
aesthetics. Potts and others we surveyed agree that additional research is needed to
investigate interest in native plant use in bio-engineering, bio-remediation, and aggroforestry techniques currently recommended by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In
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Pott's estimation, "native plants constitute a largely unfulfilled market niche with
unfulfilled market potential" (Potts, Roll and Wallner 2002: 122).
Demand for Utah grown native plants suggests that Utah growers have additional
opportunities to supply this market niche. As mentioned, some native plant users require
source identified plants. Many of these species are grown from seed collected on, or in
close proximity to project site locations. In addition, three of the Lone Peak Conservation
Nursery customers who were interviewed, and 123 out of 136 ASLA survey respondents
(90%) commented that they prefer to buy Utah grown plants. The main reason for this
preference relates to their assumption that certain species of native plants grown in Utah
possibly acclimate faster than native plants coming in from lower elevation growers out
of state. These buyers believe that seed collected and grown in similar environmental
situations to the planting site will establish faster and have a better chance of survival.

Market Supply of Native Plants in Utah

Native plant supply in Utah is generally regional in scope. If a person were to
trace the journey of a plant from where it was first purchased to the location where it is
planted, he or she may be surprised at the number of times it exchanges hands between
regional market players. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery staff discovered two source
identification tags on a sage plant that had been purchased from a wholesaler in Utah and
planted at the entrance to the state correctional facility. One was a tag from a California
growing source and the other was their own tag which was placed on the plant when it
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was a seedling grown at Lone Peak Conservation Nursery. Like many residents born in
Utah, the plant had "grown up near the West Coast" and "returned to its roots." This
example of California growers selling Utah native plants to Utahns illustrates the point
made previously that "where a native plant is from" can differ from "where it is grown."
As this example suggests, the structure of connections between Utah native plant
suppliers is fairly complicated. Suppliers include growers, wholesalers, and retailers.
Some suppliers perform multiple distribution functions. Regional market growers
compete with each other on the basis of quality, quantity, and species availability. Many
of these growers act as their own wholesaler, and others ship directly to wholesale
distributers all over the West. Native plant species are still a novelty to many Utah
gardeners, thus the bulk of native plant sales go to meet restoration and conservation
needs. As demand for larger sizes of native plants increases, so do upfront business costs,
and a longer recovery time is needed to recover expenses.
Observation of and discussions with vendors attending the 2002 Utah Green
Conference revealed that native plant products are shipped to Utah from the following
states: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Texas, Utah, Washington and Wyoming. According to Mee eta!., the numbers of
regional native plant and seed suppliers participating in the Utah market from other states
are: Colorado (II), California (10), Oregon (4), Washington (4), Arizona (3), New
Mexico (3), Idaho(2), Montana(2), Texas (2), Nevada (I), and Wyoming (see Figure 3-1).
Conservation Nursery (refer to Appendix 4 for a list of2003 Western states native plant
suppliers).
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Characteristics of Utah's Native Plant Suppliers

Utah native plant suppliers currently play an important role in local and regional
markets. According to Lone Peak Conservation Nursery customer interviews, few native
plant growers have been supplying native plant demand as long as Lone Peak
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Utah Native Plants Incorporated supplied container plants in the early 1980s, but
it soon closed due to management conflicts between business partners (LPCN customer
interview). Today, over 20 native seed and plant suppliers operate from
within the state (Mee et. al. In Press) including 6 seed distributors, 2 seedling growers,
and 14 potted plant suppliers (4 of these grow native plants only). One Utah native plant
grower said, "This is a committed business." Native plant nurseries are not the typical
production ground for the annuals, shrubs and trees normally found at local garden
centers (see Figure 3-2).
For some native plant growers, their hobbies and personal passions grew into
businesses. Successful native plant businesses require a tremendous amount of
specialized ecological knowledge, practical experience, and business acumen. Utah
native plant growers are often thought of as the "information gurus" who apply book
knowledge to practice. Sharing plant care knowledge with the public takes up much of
their time. Interviewees said they are often swamped with calls from people using native
plants in their work, many of whom are repeat customers or potential clients. One
seedling grower feels there is enough interest from the public living within close
proximity to his nursery to open a retail shop. However, he is a one-person operation and
is busy enough supplying products to traditional restoration clients. He does not have the
time or interest to educate the retail public.
Other Utah growers, such as Janett Warner, owner of Wildland Nursery in Joseph, Utah
and co-founder of the Garden Niche, a retail xeric and native plant nursery in the Salt
Lake area which opened in 2002, spends much of her time marketing her products
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and educating the public on native plant choice and care. Warner and her staff spend
considerable time answering native plant questions from the public. She feels that while
customer education takes up time that could otherwise be used to grow plants, most
customers appreciate the information they receive. Most of Warner's clients are repeat
customers who have learned to appreciate the plants she sells. This year, the nursery 1s
expanding and will offer garden design and plant care workshops to customers.
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Competition and Cooperation Among Utah Growers

Utah native plant growers operate through an interesting relationship hinged on
cooperation and competition. Some sell seeds, seedlings, and/or potted plants to each
other as well as to wholesale distributors, contract customers, retail nurseries, and end
users. Customer interviewees tell us that some seedlings are bought as liner stock which
container growers can pot and grow out into typical one gallon container sizes where they
are then directly sold to end-users or wholesale distributers.
Growers are usually passionate about their work, and readily exchange growing
tips with other growers. However, some find it difficult, especially in small town
settings, to make decisions based on their business needs that might place them in a
competitive advantage against someone who has helped them in the past. For this reason,
growers are encouraged to form personal alliances, and find ways to reward colleagues
for exchanged information. For example, some growers who share trade information may
decide to inform other growers about their customer needs when they cannot fill the
quantity, size or species requested by the order. In this way, local growers are better able
to compete in regional markets.
Cooperation works especially well when partnerships are formed to offer
complementary services or products. A grower who specializes in seedling production
may share business with another grower who specializes in the production of potted
native plants in 1 to 5 gallon container sizes. At the 2003 Utah Green Conference trade
show, a group of Utah growers who have formed the Intermountain Native Plant Growers
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Association had a booth. This association is a cooperative which aims to strengthen the
role of Utah growers in regional markets and increase green industry recognition for
native plant growers affiliated with the Utah Nursery and Landscape Association. Faculty
from Utah State University's agricultural research facilities for native plant production
hope to work with the Utah Chapter of the Native Plant Society and the Intermountain
Native Plant Growers to produce a line of plants labeled as "Utah's Choice" products.
These products, similar to "Plant Select" products found at Colorado's Pro-Green
conference (Colorado State University et. a!. 2003), will be evaluated for their aesthetic
and functional traits as well as their ability to adapt to waterwise gardens in Utah soils
and climates. Roger Kjelgren (USU Department of Plants, Soils and Biometeorology,
personal communication) is leading this effort.
Competition among Utah growers often occurs over contract bids for large
quantities of plant stock, the benefit being that more plant sales are focused on a smaller
number of transactions. Interviews with Lone Peak Conservation Nursery customers
suggest that some growers resent competition with the state nursery for bids on publicly
and privately contracted restoration projects. They argue that contract bids, offered by
private land management and mine reclamation projects, should be available only to
private sector nurseries. Other growers recognize the state nursery as a valuable supplier
of seedling material produced by few other growers in the state, and believe nursery sales
appropriately fulfill Lone Peak Conservation Nursery's state mandate to supply
conservation plant material. When asked about their view on the appropriate role of the
state nursery, 77% of survey respondents agree that Lone Peak Conservation Nursery
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should sell source identified plants, and 73% agree that Lone Peak Conservation Nursery
should be a risk taker in the market (refer to Table 3-2).

Table 3-2.
Landscape Professionals' Views on the Role of Lone Peak Conservation Nursery

Agree or Disagree with the following statements
on a scale of Ito 10...
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery should specialize in
growing native plants that can be used for conservation
purposes only. (4) n=l20

Strongly

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Agree

(1·2)

(3-4)

(5·6)

(7-8)

(9·10)

36%

32%

17%

7%

8%

4%

6%

13%

43%

34%

Lone Peak Conservation Nursery should be a source
identified plant supplier. (8) n=ll6

3%

4%

20%

43%

30%

Lone Peak Conservation Nursery is an important
source of information for the native plant market. (8)
n=117

1%

4%

26%

35%

34%

It is appropriate for Lone Peak Conservation Nursery

to be a risk taker in developing new native plant
markets. (8) n= 120

Ironically, Utah growers are dependent on the state nursery for market and
production information and seedling products, yet they compete with the nursery as they
do with each other. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery's plant availability may require
state leaders to re-define their mandate in terms of the broader meaning that
"conservation" has come to mean for landscape professional working in private and
public sectors today. Urban land management needs also require large quantities of
conservation grade native plants that meet project specifications for aesthetical reasons as
well as for their ecological function.
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DILEMMAS OF NATIVE PLANT SUPPLIERS

The ability of native plant suppliers to determine which species to grow to fit traditional
demand can be difficult. Native seed and plant suppliers attending the 2001 Native Seed
Symposium held in Boise, Idaho, voiced concern over the seemingly unstable market
demand for their products. The demand for native plant materials used in conservation
can be unstable due to the nature of restoration needs based on unpredictable fire
occurrences, budget-cycle availability of public agencies, and the nation-wide decline of
agriculturally related land use. Many attendees expressed frustration in dealing with the
unpredictability of demand swings which often leave many growers with surplus stock or
lost opportunity to sell volumes of certain species in sudden unexpected demand. These
factors have encouraged green industry discussion of the need to reduce production
speculation through the creation of alternative native plant niche markets and the
restructuring of contract growing procedures.
Utah native plant suppliers have conflicting ideas about the directions their
nurseries should take and how they should relate to the larger green industry. Many
native plant growers have a strong philosophically-based motive to increase awareness of
native plant species and to strengthen their availability through green industry suppliers.
Others feel the need to diversify their native plant sales with sure-selling crops such as
water wise adapted exotics, and other flowering armuals which may or may not be
waterwise. Other growers believe native plant consumers should expect to find highly
specialized products on the market, and the nature of native plant products should require
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them to be source identified and genetically certified. These people also fear that growing
demand for generalized native plants may limit the availability of sophisticated native
plant products critical to the success of statewide efforts to preserve species richness and
manage Utah lands more sustainably.
Utah growers have the ability to fill specific niches in the local native plant
market because of their proximity to increasing in-state demand and the perception that
local products can best meet the requirements for local projects. While Utah native plant
growers search for winning business strategies that suit their perceptions of what native
plant products should be, special consideration should be given to the participation of
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery in local markets and its ability to meet the interests of
public and private sector demand. Continued collaboration between industry educators,
growers, landscape professionals and researchers is needed to understand continuing
changes in the native plant market and how to balance important native plant issues
relevant to public and private sector interests.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The dilemmas that Lone Peak Conservation Nursery and other Utah native plant
suppliers face are partly related to the difficulties involved in turning native plants into
market commodities. The fundamental contradiction inherent in native plant products is
that ecological and market boundaries and needs do not match. The ecological tendency
is for plants to diversifY in adapting to specialized ecological niches and to become native
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to a place. Thus nature assigns native plants to geographical ranges within particular
plant communities and often in specialized locations. Our findings confirmed by others
suggest the market's economic tendency is for products to be homogenized and
generalized as they are dispersed to more urban based consumers over larger territories.
Thus the expanding market creates a new virtual geographic range for native plant
products. Interestingly, the political arena for natural resource management mediates this
contradiction to a certain degree by assigning ecological stewardship responsibilities to
public agencies who research and develop native plant products and counter act the
market's globalizing effects through the promotion of appropriate labeling for plant and
seed source identification. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery managers find themselves
caught in a dilemma caused by the contradiction of private and public market pressures.
On the one hand, the nursery must operate with a focus on ecological stewardship for the
interests of the state of Utah. On the other, Lone Peak Conservation Nursery encowlters
many practical constraints while struggling to meet overhead costs, which our findings
suggest may be met by accommodating new native plant users in urban areas who are not
constrained in their plant choice by seed and plant source identification standards.
This fundamental contradiction helps to explain why native plant suppliers often
have trouble figuring out a viable marketing strategy, and it underlies the often spirited
philosophical and ethical debates about the appropriate use of native plants. Opinions
about the use of native plants tend to fall along a spectrum anchored on one end by an
ecologically driven philosophy that advocates the use of source identified native plants in
all circumstances, and anchored on the other end by a market -driven pragmatism that
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advocates meeting landscape objectives using the most cost-effective plant material that
will meet project specifications.
The findings from this research raise several interesting questions and issues.
First, when people talk about native plants, they beg the questions, "Native to where?"
and "How native is native?" The level of spatial specificity used to define native plants
must be carefully considered when labeling and marketing native plant products. This is
a rich arena for further dialogue between native plant professionals and enthusiasts
involved in industry, government, academia, and the non-profit sector.
Second, if ever there were a product that by its very nature should give an
advantage to local growers, you would think it would be native plants. The image of
California growers selling Utah native plants to Utahns invokes the idiom of "taking
coals to Newcastle" or the joke about "selling ice to Eskimos." While the climate in west
coast states may give growers there the market advantage oflonger growing seasons, the
difficulty of acclimating locally adapted native plants back into their native habitats
elsewhere goes to the very heart of what defines a native plant, and that is the place to
which it belongs, as opposed to the people who may own it. Utah native plant growers
need to take advantage of being from the same place as its plants.
A final issue involves definitions of conservation and restoration. In perception
and practice, conservation and restoration have generally been interpreted to mean
activities that take place in wildlands and rural areas. Much of the emerging demand for
native plants comes from an expanded understanding of conservation and from people's
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attempts to engage in conservation efforts in urban areas and to lessen the ecological
gradient between urban and wildlands. Public consensus about the contemporary
meaning of conservation has direct implications for Lone Peak Conservation Nursery's
long-range planning since the nursery operates under a mandate and mission to meet
conservation objectives throughout the state of Utah. The meaning of conservation also
has implications for Utah native plants growers as they search for creative and viable
business strategies suitable to their truly unique and interesting product.
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CHAPTER4
THESIS CONCLUSION

As the demand for native plant use in Utah continues to grow, landscape
professionals will increasingly be challenged to provide high quality results using native
plant products. Continued collaboration between industry educators, growers, landscape
professionals and researchers is needed to understand continuing changes in the native
plant market and how to balance important native plant issues relevant to public and
private sector interests.
The findings from this research raise several interesting questions and issues.
After people have decided to use native plants, and they look for native plant sources that
will cater to a segmented market with demand hinged on the perceived value of
specialized native plant products to meet varying and multiple landscape objectives.
When people talk about native plants, they beg the questions, "Native to where?" and
"How native is native?" The level of spatial specificity used to define native plants must
be carefully considered when labeling and marketing native plant products. This is a rich
arena for further dialogue between native plant professionals and enthusiasts involved in
industry, government, academia, and the non-profit sector. In perception and practice,
conservation and restoration have generally been interpreted to mean activities that take
place in wildlands and rural areas.
Much of the emerging demand for native plants comes from an expanded
understanding of conservation and from people's attempts to engage in conservation
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efforts in urban areas and to lessen the landscape gradient between urban and wildlands.
Public consensus about the contemporary meaning of conservation has direct implications
for Lone Peak Conservation Nursery's long-range planning since the nursery operates
under a mandate and mission to meet conservation objectives throughout the state of
Utah. The meaning of conservation also has implications for Utah native plants growers
as they search for creative and viable business strategies suitable to their truly unique and
interesting product.
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Utah
State
UNIVERSITY
NATIJRAL RESOURCE AND

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY PROGRAM
Logan, Utah &4322-5265
Phone: (435) 797-2797
FAX: (435) 797-3526

April2002
Dear Landscape Professional,

We are conducting research to better understand the market for native plants in Utah.
This research is being conducted by the Natural Resource and Environmental Policy Program for
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery in Draper, Utah (part of the Utah Division of Forestry, Fire and
State Lands). The research is supponed by a grant from the United States Department of
Agriculture. Lone Peak Conservation Nursery is the state nursery with a mandate to grow and
supply conservation plants. Recent changes in their sales and customer profiles suggest that the
market for native plants in Utah is growing. We are especially interested to find out about
landscape professionals' use and knowledge of native plants. While we have an interest in all
uses for native plants, we are especially interested in the demand for their use in urban settings.
Because we are interested in landscape uses of native plants, we are sun<eying aU of the
members of the Utab Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects. These
members represent a diverse group of landscape professionals working in both the public and
private sectors of the economy. The results of this study will help native plant suppliers to
better understand your needs as native plant users, and especially will help the state nursery
to better define its role in the native plant market.
Please help us by completing this sun-ey. The survey will take approximately I 5 minutes to
complete. Your responses and comments will be kept completely confidential. Therefore,
please do not place your name on this survey. The number at the bottom of this page will be
used only to track survey returns and send reminder notices. Please note that participation in
this research is voluntary. Feel free to contact us if you are interested in the survey results.

If you cannot complete the questionnaire at the conference today, please return it to us in this
postage· paid envelope. We would like to have all of the surveys returned by April 30, 2002.
If you have any questions, please email or call us at the addresses and numbers listed below.
Respectfully,

.~3tdiM::~
Natural Resource and
Environmental Policy Program
(435) 797-2487 (office)
endter@cnr.usu.edu

Survey Tracking No. _ _ _ __

~#JjA dth/J__tM#/
fj;f Vi;g~,~~
rvv-'"(f
Graduate Research Assistant
Landscape Architecture &
Environmental Planning Dept.
(435) 512-2244 (cell phone)
vah@cc.usu.edu
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For the purpose of this survey, the definition of a native plant is any plant species known to
have existed within a geographical area prior to western European settlement. For your
reference, a list of common Utah native plants has been included with this survey. Please feel
free to keep this complimentary Utah native plant list.
If you need more space to explain your answers, use any blank space in the questionnaire. If
you have no opinion or do not know the answer to a question, write DK indicating "don't know"
in the margin and go on to the next question. Please do not discuss your answers with anyone,
since our goal is to solicit independent opinions from a variety of individuals. The final
analyses, however, will only examine group data. All of your responses will be kept strictly
confuientWI! We really appreciate your thoughtful and honest responses.

PART A: PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
A 1. Fill in the Blanks
Job t i t l e : - , - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - Work s p e c i a l t y : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Years in practice::-:--,--Years working in Utah; _ _

A2. How did you get started in the landscape profession?

A3. Check all that apply to you in regards to:
Education:
_
Bachelor's degree in Landscape Architecture
_
Master· s degree in Landscape Architecture
_
l have a degree(s) in the related field of -c:-:----:-::----------l have in~field training experience required for my job.
Certification/Licensing: I am certified or licensed through ...
_
the Landscape Architect Registration Examination (LARE)
_
the Utah Nursery and Landscape Association
_
other (specify):
Associations in addition to ASLA:
_ _ Utah Nursery and Landscape Association
American Planners Association
_ _ Irrigation Association
Other: :-:-=:::-:--------Council of Landscape Architectural Registration Boards (CLARE)
A4. What percentage or your work occurs in the following areas?
Northeast Utah (Cache County)
Brigham Gty to Bountiful (Weber Basin)
Salt Lake County (Park City area)
Utah County (Lehi-Nephi or Heber areas)
Central Utah (Price and Joseph areas)
Southwest Utah (Moab area)
Greater St. George Area
Elsewhere in Utah ( n a m e / l o c a t i o n ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Out of State (11arne!location ): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

100% = TOTAL
Nari11e Plant Use Sun'ey
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AS. What percentage of your work is:
Commercial
Residential
Restoration
Municipal (lis! a g e n c i e s ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State (list a g e n c i e s ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Federal (list a g e n c i e s ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Other (please e x p l a i n ) : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I00% = TOTAL

PART B: YOUR VIEWS ON THE USE OF NATIVE PLANTS
This next set of questions is designed to solicit your views on native plo.nt use. Please rate your
level of agreement wilh the following statements, where 1 means you "strongly disagree" and 10
means you "strongly agree."
Bl.

It is unreasonable to design landscapes that rely exclusively on native plants.
Strongly Disagree 1
2
3
4
5 6
7
8
9
l0
Strongly Agree

82.

Mixing native plants with locally adapted exotics should not be done.
Strongly Disagree

B3.

1

I

7

8

9

10

Strongly Ap-ee

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Stmngly Agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Slrongly Agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Slrongly Agree

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Strongly Agree

By using native plants, urban gardeners can contribute to ecological restoration.
Strongly Disagfe('

B9.

6

Using native plants in urban gardens helps poople learn about the local ecology.
Strongly Disagree

BS.

5

Using native plants in urban gardens is important for maintaining a connection to the
place where one lives.
Suongly Disagree

B7.

4

As long as plants meet a specific conservation objective, it is not critical that they be
native to the area.
Slrongly Disagree

B6.

3

Use of native plants is always preferable to the use of non-native plants if they can
achieve the same landscape objectives.
Strongly Disagree

85.

2

Using native plants in managed landscapes is important for preserving genetic
diversity that could be lost in the wild.
Strongly Disagree

B4.

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

It is critical to use site specific native plants in restoration projects.
Strongly Disagree

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

Natil'e Plant Use Sun•ey
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In this next set of questions, we want you to think about some of the practical trade~offs you
may make when deciding whether or not to use native plnnts. Please rate your level of
agreement with the following statements, where 1 means you "strongly disagree" and 10 means
you "strongly agree."
B 10.

The me of native plants limits the use of color in landscape design.
Strongly Disagree

Bll.

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

The use of native plants limits the opportunity to adequately shade taller structures.
Strongly Disagree

815.

4

Native plant use promotes a regionally distinctive character in landscape designs.
Strongly Disagree

814.

3

For urban landscapes, it is more important to use drought tolerant or waterwise
plants, even if they are not native, than to use native plants that may not be waterwise.
Strongly Disagree

Bl3.

2

Native plants blend appropriately with any architectural style.
Strongly Disagree

BI2.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

It is difficult to envision how native plants will look in cultivated gardens.
Strongly Disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

PART C: YOUR EXPERIENCE USING NATIVE PLANTS
CI. In your present work, do you use native plan1s? Check one.
_

NA, I do not specify plants in my practice. Skip to PART D
NO, I do not use native plants (0% of the time).
YES, I use native plants sometimes ( 1-20% of the time). Skip to C3
YES, I use native plants occasionally (21-40% of the time). Skip to CJ
YES, I use native plants about half of the time (41-60% of the time). Skip to C3
YES, I use native plants frequently (61- 80% of the time). Skip to CJ
YES, I use native plants most of the time (81-100% of the time). Skip to CJ

C2. If you do not use native plants presently, check whether you:
a. _ Have used them in the pasr.
b. _Would consider using them in the future.
c. Why have you chosen not to use native plants at the present time?

Native Plam Use Sun,ey
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C3. If you presently use native plants, do you use them (check one):
a. _ _ More frequently than you did five years ago?
_ _ Less frequently than you did five years ago?
_ _ About che same as you did f1ve years ago?

b. Please explain the reasons for your answer above:

C4. When it comes to using native plants, I feel that (check

one):

I am an expert native plant user
I am an experienced native plant user
I am an average native plant user
I am a novice native plant user
I have no knowledge of native plant use (Skip to C6)

CS. Which sources have you depended upon the most for information about native plants?
Check rhe rhree sources that you depend upon the moll.

Word of mouth

Demonstration gardens
Use in another landscape
(other than a Demonstration garden)
State Nursery (Lone Peak Conservation Nursery)

USU Extension Service
Formal Education
Radio/ Television
Books/ Magazines
Internet

Other:-------------------------

C6. Would you use native plants more often if you knew more about the following
characteristics of native plants? Check all rhar apply.
USDA Zone requirements
Genetic source
Adaptation constraints
Specific water requirements

Growth habits
Blooming cycle
Soil requirements
Which native plants grow well together

C7. How often is the use or native plants the primary objective in your work? Check one.
Never

Sometimes

___ Frequently

_ _ Always

Narive Plant Use SiiTw'.Y
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CS. U you use, or have used native plants in the past to meet the following objectives, how
specific ~:~hyl~:~ requirements f or t h e native plant SOURCE•• Check. the mosr appropriale

,;/"m" on1 ,

"

· ,

Native to a
specific site
location

JlVJO

Native to an
ecological
I region

Native to the
Western

NA

United States

Fire
'Mine
, Erosi()Il_Control
s I Wmd Breaks
:Species
I Control of
:Habitat
' a Sense ot Place
Water
I

I As_a K

p

Keauced Use of FertiJ;,_., and
For Shading and·
I Energy
;Bi
I Other (
Please !ell us whar your other objectil'e is:

10~ with 1 meaning there is "no limitation" and 10 meaning there is a
"serious limitation/' how would-you rate the following factors in terms of whether they
pose limitations to your use of native plants?

C9. On a scale of 1 to

No Limitation

2

3

4

5

6

7

Serious Limitation
8 9 10

Desired plant species are not available

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10

Desired plant sizes are not available

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Customer unfamiliarity in caring for native plants

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

9

10

Customer perception that native plants are not
as beautiful as traditional garden plants

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Poor quality of plants/seeds after shipment

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Finished landscape did not turn out as planned

2 3 4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Limited knowledge of plant propagation and care

2 3 4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Limited knowledge about specific native plant use

2 3 4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Other reason for using or not using native plants

2 3 4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Cost is too high

I

Usr mher reason:

Native Plan/ Use Sun•e_v
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PART D: PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
This next section relates to your experience obtaining speclfu: natire plant products and
services. If you are not at all invol.,ed in the ordering process for the phmls you specify in your
designs, please skip to part E.
Dl. Please rate the importance of the following native plant products and services with 1
indicating unot at all important' and 10 indicating u_,ery importnnt."
Notal all lmponanr

a. Native plant source identification

1

Very• lmponant

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

b. Product certification and labeling

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

c. Size of available plants

2

d. Product guarantee

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

e. On time delivery

2

f_

3 4 5 6

3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10

7 8 9 10

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Competitive price

g. Buyer e~ucation on plants' abilities and constraints

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

h. Custom growing service for specialized orders

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

10

02. What is the minimum time you need from the time you place an order to the time it is
delivered? Fill in the minimum delivery 11me you e.r:.pecr in number of months, weeks, or days.
SEED:
BARE ROOT:
CONTAINER:
SPECIAL REQUEST:

# _ Months
#_ _ Months
# _ _ Months
# _ _ Months

#_ _
#_ _
#_ _
#_ _

Weeks
Weeks
Weeks
Weeks

# _ _ Days
# _ _ Days
# _ _ Days
# _ _ Days

DK
DK
DK
DK

D3. Of the total volume of native plants that you use, what percentages are bought as:
Seed
Bare root
Tublings
I Gal+ Container slock
100% = Total

D4a. How often do you contract with growers for the native plants you need? Circle one.
Never
1~20%
21-40%
41·60?
61·80%
81·100%
b. In your experience, what are the beneflls of contracting for native plants?

c. In your experience, what are the limiJations of contracting for native plants?

Narive Plant Use Sun,ey
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DS. The following questions refer to your suppliers of native plants.

SEED Suppliers for Native Plants:
a. From how many different suppliers do you order native plant seed? - - - - - - - -

b. In which states are your native plant seed suppliers located?-----------

c. How do you order native plant seeds? Check aiiiharapply.
_ _Internet
_ _ Mail Order
__ Phone
_ _In person
d. Name the native plant seed suppliers that you order from most often.

BARE ROOT Suppliers of Native Plants:
e. From how many different suppliers do you order bare root native plants? - - - - - f. In which states arc your bare root native plant suppliers l o c a t e d ? - - - - - - - - - -

g. How do you order bare root native plants? Check all rhar L1pply.
Internet
Mail Order
_ _Phone
_ _In person
h. Name the suppliers of bare root native plant stock that you order from most often.

CONTAINER STOCK Suppliers of Native Plants:
i.

From how many different suppliers do you order native plants in containers? _ _ __

j. In which states are your suppliers of native plant container stock located? _ _ _ _ __

k.

How do you order native plant container stock? Check all 1ha1 apply.
Internet
Mail Order
_ _Phone
_ _ In person

I. Name the suppliers of native plant container stock that you order from most often.

06. Which native plant species would you like to use, but for which you cannot find a supplier?

07. What sizes of native plants would you like to usc, but for which you cannot find a supplier?

Nalil'e Plan! Use Survey
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PARTE: YOUR VIEWS OF THE NATIVE PLANT MARKET
The following questions are designed to solicit your opinions about what is going on in the
native plo.nt market and the appropriate role for Lone Peak Conservation Nursery in that
market. Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements, where 1 means you
"strongly disagree" and 10 means you "strongly agree."

El.

The demand for native plants in Utah is growing faster than the supply.
Strongly Disagree

E2.

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Strongly Agree

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

My clients generaJiy rely upon me to select the plant material for my projects and,
thus, I have a lot of influence over whether native plants get used.
Strongly Disagree

ES.

3

I would be willing to pay more for native plants if I knew they were source identified.
Strongly Disagree

E4.

2

The demand for larger sizes of native plants in Utah is growing faster than the supply.
Strongly Disagree

E3.

1

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

8

9

l0

SlTongly Agree

I prefer to buy native plants from Utah growers.
Strongly Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

E6.

The markets for native plants are generally regional in scope.
Strongly Disagree 1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Strongly Agree

E7.

Consumers are generally confused about what constitutes a "native plant."
Strongly Disagree I
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 0 Su-ongly Agree

E8.

Labeling of native plants needs to include more information on the geographical
range for which a particular plant is considered native.
Strongly Disagree

E9.

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Strongly Agree

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Scrongly Agree

Lone Peak Conservation Nursery should be a source identified plant supplier.
Strongly Di~gree

E13.

4

It is appropriate for Lone Peak Conservation Nursery to be a risk taker in developing
new native plant markets.
Scrongly Disagree

E12.

3

Lone Peak Conservation Nursery should specialize in growing native plants that can
be used for conservation purposes only.
Strongly Disagree

Ell.

2

Sellers of native plants are willing to share information with one another concerning
the successful production of native plant products.
Slrongly Disagree

EIO.

I

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Strongly Agree

Lone Peak Conservation Nursery is an important source of information for the
native plant market.
Strongly Disagree

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

Strongly Agree
Nari10e Planr Use Sun'e)'
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Please use this page to make additional comments, especially concerning any aspect'> of your
use and opinions of native plants that may not have been adequately covered in this survey.

Nari11e Plam Use S11rve_1'
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Appendix 2
Native Plant Reference List
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Utah Native Plant List
Apri/2002

tii'
.....
Lone Peak Conservation Nursery
State of Utah

UtillaState
UNIVERSITY

Natural Resource and Environmental
Policy Program
Department of Landscape Architecture
& Environmental Planning

Utah Native Plant List

0

V>

0

o--

musl of the native plants listed can be found in the upcomming publication:
•

.

_Waterwise: Native Plants for lntennountaln Landscapes
Wendy Mee, Jared Barnes, Roger Kjelgren, Richard Sutton,

1-------------------------+--iby

I

ll

1---------------------------+--ITeresa Cerny and Craig Johnson

-_,
0
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Appendix 3
Interview Protocol
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UTAH NATIVE PLANT STUDY

Protocol to Guide Interviews with Key People
in the Utah Native Plant Market
Draft: 7115/2002

I. Interviewee's Involvement with Native Plants
We would start by finding out something about the interviewee's involvement in
the native plant market. This will allow us to situate the interviewee and know how to
gear the rest of the interview.
Assuming the interviewee is a grower/nursery, we would query about things such
as:

•

how they got started in the business (entrance into the
industry; education)

•

why they got involved (their motivations for being in native
plants)

•

the nature of their business (products and services, market
niche, reason for location)

•

whether they belong to any nursery associations or producer
cooperatives or would have an interest in being involved

•

whether their involvement with native plants is a hobby or
serious business venture

•

their long-term plan

Assuming this person intersects with the native plant market in some other way,
this would include finding out about things such as:
•

the nature of their involvement with native plants

•

how and why they got involved

II. Native Plant Market
Next, we would want see what they can tell us about the native plant market,
getting into this discussion by gathering more information about their own
experiences. This would include questions about:

II 0

•

the nature of the product (what is being sold under the label
of"native" plants)

•

their suppliers (location, species, sizes, shipping)

•

their buyers (profile, preferences, needs, demands)

•

the overall structure of the market
•

role of retailers/wholesalers

•

involvement of large/small firms

•

geographic scope of the market

•

involvement of Utah growers in supplying
demand within the state

•

role of public agencies as both buyers and
sellers

•

how much of the demand and supply is local and how much
comes from other states

•

where they see bottlenecks in the market as well as
opportunities, especially as they affect Utah growers

•

how they would characterize the nature of the tension
between cooperation and competition that is generally
characteristic of markets of this type

III. Native Plant Knowledge
This discussion topic would focus on exploring the interviewees' knowledge of
native plants with the aim of understanding some of the difficulties that may be
inherent in growing them and using them in different types of locations. Some of
the issues that we would explore include:

•

their basic operating knowledge of how to grow native
plants well

•

which species or types are particularly problematic and
which can they grow with relative confidence and success?

•

the influence of genetics versus adaption during the
establishment period in their eventual growing success

•

the success rate for Utah native plants grown other places
but then sold in Utah

111
IV. Philosophy about Native Plants
We would ask questions about their philosophy about the use of native plants,
getting at some of the same issues included in Part B and Part E of the landscape
architect survey. In general, we want to find out:
•

when and where they think native plants should be used

•

for what purposes they think native plants should be used

•

whether their opinion about the use of native plants varies
according to context

•

what they think is important about the use of native plants

V. Information Needs and Information Sharing
This portion of the interview would focus on information issues, such as:
•

what does the interviewee think is important to know about
native plants

•

what kinds of information would participants in the native
plant market be willing to share and what kinds of
information would they consider to be more proprietary

•

what information is most critical for promoting native plant
use

•

who should supply that information and in what forms

•

what is the nature of the information sharing networks
related to native plants

•

what are the best mechanisms for disseminating
information about native plants
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Appendix 4
2003 Western Native Plant and Seed Suppliers
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2003 Western Native Plant and Seed Suppliers- Listed Alphabetically by State
Complied by Virginia Hooper with the heJp of Roger Kjelgren, We naY Mee, and the Utah Native Plant Society
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